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air of uncertainty. He had regained
bis ekill as a rider now that he once
more had a horse under him, but he
did not seek a shift to the range, for.
Mollie Malloy was at the ranch
house and "Circus" was making famous progress with Mollie Malloy.
She was the daughter of the cook.
a
d
little colleen who
queened it over the hearts of the
range riders for twenty miles around.
BY CHARLES WISIIART
Until "Circus had come, she had
diplomatically evinced no preference; though she was more polite
He was undersized and underfed, to the foreman than to the men, and
and the faded suit that flapped dis- Brennan had come to regard their
e
legs engagement as a matter settled extressingly about his
and hung in dejected
folds from cept for the formal asking of the
shoulder blades of razor sharpness question.
only served to accentuate the utter
He viewed with no pleasure the
dejection of the man. He leaned progress "Circus" made in Mollie's
against a post in front of the Golden affections, and at last he was moved
Grace saloon, and to Eben Brennan, to protest. He came riding in from
as the latter paused to contemplate the range one afternoon to encounter
the strange spectacle, it seemed as "Circus" riding out with a message
though the man would; fall were he for one of the camps.
deprived of his support.
"You're a mean, low, sneaking
"Looking for a man?" asked the pup," he snarled instead of offering
stranger hesitatingly when Brennan the usual greeting. "I pick you up
had concluded hi irmnwtinn. ad off the streets a wreck, and you pay
me back by trying to steal the girl
ding : "I'm looking for a job."
"What range did you ever ride?" I'm going to marry.
"Miss Mollie tell you so ?" inquired
"1 never worked on a ranch,"
confessed the stranger. "It was on "Circus," politely, though there was
a dangerous glint in the Irish eyes.
the stage."
"I don't have to be told, grunted
Brennan crinned widely.
Brennan. "I guess I can see with
own eyes what you're up to."
derer, but the old man told me to my
"P(it me on the range," suggested
bring back a man to work about the
"Circus." I'm not afraid to take
house, and if you can stick to a
horse long enough to get there, I
guess the job is yours if you want it.
The foreman turned abruptly and
strode away, and the stranger ran

SPEAKING
TO MOLLIE

black-eye-

reed-lik-

-

(

(ener mm.

"My name's McCartney
Aloysius
McCartney,
he panted, "and thank
you very much."
"s Brennan stared, nodded and continued on his way. lie gave no
more thought to the new man until
it was time to make a start for home.
He had almost forgotten the inci
dent until he came over to the store
and found a little knot of cowmen
gathered about a brilliant figure in
the stagiest of cowboy get ups. Mc
Cartney looked up appealingly as
Brennan entered,
"It is the only thing I've got that
will do," he explained, "and I take
it that your ranch ain't no Garden
of Eden where I can do without
clothes. I know it ain't the ' way
you fellows dress, but I'll get some
real clothes as soon as I get some
I
Can See With My Own
"I
Gueaa
money, but I'll have to make this
Eye What You Are Up To."
old stage outfit do until then."
"I'm afraid you'll scare the horse. chances on you seeing more of her
aid Brennan, judicially, "but we than me. Keep me out after the
round-u- p
can try it on him.
and I'll take chances on
To his surprise, the man made a Miss Mollie sticking to me. I'll give
good throw and landed the horse you a month" to SDeak first Thaf s
with the Bar B brand, but it took fair, ain't it?"
him a longer time to rope and saddle ' Brennan- - nodded. With "Circus"
the loaned horse, so they were late in silent for a month he could argue his
Barbee, the owner, re suit, and with Mrs. Malloy for an
starting.
garded, the new arrival with aston ally he counted on' winning long beishment. "Great heavens! Breu fore the expiration of the four weeks
'
nan," he cried, "what circus did you of grace.
was
near
get that froru r
the close of the roundIt
Brennan offered a brief explana up when "Circus'" opportunity
tion, but McCartney had received came. He and Brennan had ridden
his ranch baptism. Half a dozen of after some of the men who had gone
the men were within earshot and it to drive the cattle from one of the
was as "Circus" McCartney that valleys that broke the side of the
he was introduced to his fellows.
hills. Just as they reached the mouth
There was work in plenty, but of the gulch a bunch of stampeding
"Circus" was not afraid of work, cattle burst out of the ravine and
and as he gained in flesh, he lost his headed straight for the two riders.
:
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Wife
money.
'

Wife

HUBBY.

Howard,

I

want

sure I don't know how many times
we'd be in bankruptcy if it wasn't
some for you, dear.

''.

Husband

NO. 5.
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G.

now much?

About $50.

Husband I just cashed a check
for $100. Belter take it all. You'll
use It more wisely than I. "Get yourI
self a new dress or something.
blow every cent I have loose. You're
the economist of this family. I am

CELESTIAL SWATS.

They wheeled their horses, but as
they did so Brennan's mount slipped
and fell, throwing Brennan heavily
against a rock, breaking his leg.
"Circus had already turned, but
now he wheeled his horse again, and
leaping from the saddle he caught
up the injured man.
"We can't make it," groaned Bren-

nan. "Save yourself, man."
"Lots of time," declared "CircuB"
cheerfully, though he had to shout
to be heard above the thunder of
the pounding hoofs. Carefully but
with haste he lifted Brennan to the
saddle and swung himself into the
seat just as the first of the cattle
were upon them.
Carefully watching his chances,
"Circus" held in his mount when
there was a chance to drop back
through the buich of frightened
steers and after what seemed an age
he was riding among the ruck of the
herd. From every direction the men
came riding up and presently they
were headed for the camp where the
foreman was made comfortable in
one of the wagons and the injured
leg was. set by Barbee, who had studied surgery.
As the wagon was about to draw
out to take him tothe ranch house
Brennan called for "Circus."
"I'll tell Mollie that you're coming to ask her something when the
round-u- p
is over," he whispered as
he clasped "Circus"' hand. "You've
got the right to speak, lad. She'll
be proud of you when she finds out
what you've done and it won't lose
none in the telling.
He waved his band in farewell
and "CircuB" climbed down from
the wagon with a radiant face. As
he

SAY MORGAN WAS VICTIMIZED

Experts Claim Collection, for Which Writer In the Atlantlo Make Compar
He Paid Large Sum, la of
laon of Educational Methbda,
Paat and Preeent.
Trivial Worth.
According to a Cairo dispatch
published in Berlin, Germany, J. P.
Morgan has been cleverly swindled
with a collection of Coptic manu
scripts which he bought for $40,000.'
The manuscripts had long been
hawked about for less than a tenth
of that price, but had not found a
purchaser. Then it was acquired
verv cheaolv bv an astute dealer who
laid a scheme for a profitable deal.
With the aid of an Egyptian official a document was forged purporting to show that the Egyptian government had offered $40,000 for the
collection.
Then the owner of the
manuscripts went to Paris and se
cured a similar document, alleging
that the French authorities were
ready to pay a like sum. '
Armed with these weapons, the
man approached Mr. Morgan's agent
and made the deal indicated above.
When the Ecrvntian authorities re- ceived information that the official
was implicated he was dismissed
Director Masnero, of the Egyptian
museum, declares that although the
collection bought by Mr. Morgan is
genuine, it is really of little value
and that the price is preposterously
high.
S

DONE

want it.
"I want it," assented "Circus"
promptly, "and I thank you kindly,
sir."
Barbee nodded and rode away, and
"Circus" regarded the knot of blue
ribbon twined in his hat band.
"It's a foreman I'll be when I'm
speaking to you, Mollie, darling," he
confided to the ribbon. "And sure
the speaking will be a greater job
than riding through a bunch of
cows.
I wish I could just rope ye.
I can do that better than I can the
talking. Never a bit did I think of
all I'd have to tell when I spoke
to ye, but a foreman can have his
own little shack and we'll plant
shamrocks in the front yard.
DEAD EASY.

Tom I see that a western manu
facturer is making pajamas of ba
nana skins.
".Dick Well, they ought to be easy
to slip on.

The really

educa-

tional system upon which oura ii
founded had a vigorous common
sense about it School ended for the
boy at fourteen or fifteen, the freedom of college began at once, and
the boy must stand on his own feet
An intellectual standard of a comparatively uniform type was demanded of college graduates. Roughly speaking, there was, outside of

mathematics and the limited number of sciences then studied, only
one system of thought of any importance to be learned, and this involved a real knowledge of Ltin and
English literature. To be without
this was to be, in a sense, unfit The
college provided the simple and direct means of mastering this system ;
and young men set themselves to the
task of acquiring it The pressure
of real life therefore was felt
throughout the system, and the spirit
of earnestness permeated education.
In other words, the use of one's studies was. not lost sight of as now. A
Utopian, in the Atlantic.
.

REVEALS

SHIFTING

.to Aatronomers,

OF

STARS

of Immenaa Aid
la Invention

of German.

WITH

AWAY

In the ordinary stereoscope two
photographs of a landscape, or
group of persons, taken from slight
ly different points of view, are combined in such a "manner that nearer
objects appear to stand out from
those at a greater distance.
A similar effect of perspective is
produced by the combination of astronomical photographs in the German "stereocomparator." With two
photographs of the same region of

turned toward his .hdr,-Barbe-

rode up.
"Who trained your horse for you ?"
he demanded as "Circus" looked up.
"I trained him myself," was the
reply. ' "I used to do a bit of that
work when I was helper to a man
who trained horses for the circus."
"Come up to the house after the
round-up,- "
he ordered. "I want to
start breeding polo ponies and you
can have the job as foreman if you

BETTEP

OLD SYSTEM

THINKS

the sky, made some weeks or some
months apart, are viewed in this instrument, any star that has shifted
its position by reason of its parallax
Mrs. Gadd You do not show or its proper motion will appear to
stand a little in front of or a little
your age at all.
Mrs. Gabb (delighted)
Don't I? behind the plane in which the other
Mrs. Gadd No; I see you've stars lie.
When Jupiter is included in the
scratched it out of your family Bible.
field the planet looks much nearer
BAD OPENING.
than the fixed stars, and some of its
moons appear in front of it Bnd
Impecunious Suitor (endeavoring some behind.
to make himself agreeable to Miss
MOONSTONE HUNTERS.
Angela's papa) What a charming
place you have here, Mr. Oldmanl
A magnificent moonstone, through
Does it go all the way to that grove
the center of which extends a perfect
over there?
sea moss leaf beautifully colored was
Unsympathetic Papa It does.
I. S. And all the way to that found on the beach recently by J. P.
stone wall in the distance on the Taylor, a boatman, after the high
tides had receded.
hill?
(
,
He ventured out almost into the
U. P. It does! And it goes all
the way to the creek on the south, storm pitched breakers a second
and all the way to the state road on time to search the, pebbles and was
the north; but, Mr. Youngman, it rewarded with another remarkably
does not go with my daughter An- white, round moonstone in the exact
center of which is a drop of water
gela I
that moves as the gem is turned.
DISCOURAGING.
Each of the stones is as large as a
San Francisco Chronicle.
thimble.
"I have come here determined to
collect this bill, Mr. Jipson."
HI8 EXPERIENCE.

Mr"

"My dear
Knicker It must be thrilling to
"Jones."
"Thank you. My dear Mr. Jones, tread where man has never trod beOibbs Banks married his wife
I hate to disagree with you in this fore.
because she was a good conversation
Bocker It is. Try tracking up
matter, but I greatly fear that you
alist.
wife's pet rug. Harper's Bato
with
face
an
face
insurmountyour
Dibbs Yes, and divorced her be are
able difficulty."
zar.
cause she talked too much
INCONSISTENT.

DARKNESS

AND BLISS.

INSPIRATION.

NEW HOYLE.

Admirer You were inspired when
Ella Did you ever read LongfelEdith How did you feel when
wrote that!
"Bridge"?
you
low's
Jack kissed you through the tunnel?
Poet Yes ; with the hope of tellStella No. Is his game different
Ethel I felt as if I never wanted
ing it. Lippincott'a.
from the one we play? Judge.
y
to see his face again.
--

Mrs. Willis I suppose that in
BETWEEN FRIENDS.
heaven we will be disappointed in
not finding certain people there.
Fat Actress I do feel pleased
Mrs. Gillis Yes. But we'll be my new role fits me like a glove.
more disappointed at finding cerFriend Of course; it'a the big
gest in the piece.
tain people there. Puck.

y

THE SOCIETY

ABSOLUTE 8ECRECY.

WHIRL.

"Dear, can you help me to receive next Friday ?"
"Sorry, love, but I'm on picket
duty with the

shirt-wai-

st

strikni-a,-

"

"Can you rely on your

itenogTt-phc- r

to keep your business aecrets f"
"Sure. Shi? can't even read hei
.
.
own note.

iT t

more about the gorm theory of disUNFEELING!
ease. It la not necessary to mention
steam beating for a small dwelling.
:
f
The economy of Bteam comes In when
we have a larger building to heat.
1
like to plan houses like this,
they are so thoroughly complete
when properly built, as they should be,
from cellar to attic, with all the essen.
tlals carerully worked out. It Is Just
as important to balance up all the mechanical features of a bouse as It is
7
to look to and adjust all the parts of
a machine. Mechanics have more to
do with our comfort and health than
inott of us realize. A small fire In the
cellar may bo made to supply hot waA,
ter to the laundry tubs, to the kltcben
and to tbe bathroom, so we con bave
house comfortably In zero weather hot water to use at any hour of the
can be installed for about $125. A day or night. 1 often think that we
hot water heating system will cost accept the many modern ImproveHis Wife James, I feel faint. I I
more, the difference depending largely ments In our bouses without due ap- can't take a long breath.
preciation.
on tbe kind of radiators and tbe extra
The Brute Take two sHort ones.
I want to call attention to the upper
attachments; probably $"50 would be
No Time Specified.
the minimum, and $500 would be
rather extravagant. The hot water
Two beautifully dressed women
plant will use a little less coal, behandwere parting with a finger-tp- .
cause hot water Is a better medium
shake.
through which to convey heat. While
"You must come and see me. Won't
no accurate estimate can be gives
you come and see me some time?"
without figuring the actual amount of
asked one, with Just the faintest tinge
heating surface and cubic air space,
of eagorness.
y.
r
on general principles it may be said
' Yes, I will come and see you. I
that, taking five years together, the
will come and see you some time,"
cost of one system is about tbe same
echoed the other, with not the faintas the other.
est tinge of eagerness, and with a glaThere are arguments in favor of
cial, ncetic acid smile.
both systems for houses of this size.
you
get
can
With hot air
the fresh,
I CHAMfiCX
TO DRIVE Ot'T MAMint T THE RYSTFM
pure air from outside, and send It Into
ANI 1U11.U I
Tnke the Old Htandant UKOVK S TASTK1.BHS
every corner of tbe house. My belief
TllLLL TONIC. You knuw what jon are taking.
Thfl fttmtnla In nlalnlr Dftnteil on eorr boUle.
Is that families using hot air furnaces
1
itiowintf It Ih stuiptf yuinlne ana Iron In a tastrlehs
form, and the moflt effectual furin. a'ur gronn
tbat are properly Installed enjoy betpewplo aud children, SO ccnla
ter health than those who use hot wabeating;
a
unfortunately
ter for
but,
Nothing Hard About That.
great many hot air furnaces are ar"The woman I marry," he said,
ranged to take the air from Inside the
"must bo nb!e to blush." "Oh," she
bouse. This loses the most valuable
Second Floor Plan.
replied, "I can do that. I blush every
time I am' seen anywhere with
you." San .Francisco Chronicle.

For,
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WMARADFORD,
llr.

A.

Rrxldml

will

nmwer

OV
questions a"il ntve Hilvlre
COST on oil mihje' ts pirtainlnif to the
of this
siiliji'i-- (if buiMliie, fur tlie
pnpcr. On account of hid wide experience
ho
H3 Editor. Author nnd Manufacturer,
Is, without doiiht, the highest nuthorlty
Inquiries
AoMreHs
all
suhjtv
nn nil these
ITS
West
to VIIMHin A. Hiidford, No.
Jackson boulevard. CIiIcrko, III., u;id only
two-cestamp fur reply.
enclose
t

t.

Tbe most economical bouse to build
and to occupy afterward Is nearly
square, of medium size, full two
rles In height, with a good, deep cellar and an attic big enough to act as a
buffer pgalutst beat In sumirer and
cold In winter. Such bouses give
more room according to tbe size or
tbe foundation and roof than any other
design.
The bouse here illustrated Is typical
or this style. It Is 31 feet wide by 38
feet from front to rear proportions
that wprk to good advantage. There
are certain geometrical combinations
that work to a disadvantage in a
square bouse, but are easily overcome
when you add a few feet to the
length.
One of the difficulties Is tbe stairway, which Interferes with tbe proper
laylng-ou- t
of the rooms in every short
bouse. Stairways Id dwelling bouses
bave caused more gray hairs, and sent
more architects to early graves, than
any other feature In bouse building.
There was a time when a rough ladder fashioned with an ax answered
the purpose. It was made with tbe
trunks of two trees for sides, and sec
tions of smaller trees for rounds.
There was a hole through tbe upper
floor and usually an effort was made
to place tbe opening where the roof
was high enough so you could miss
bitting the knots on the rafters with
your bead. From that time to this,
stairways have grown tn complexity
until we thick we have them about
perfect.
This plan provides a projection
which holds abouKbalf of tbe stair
landings. The projection also offers
an excuse to work la four windows
for light and for general effect Tbe
lighting of a modern stairway Is another recent Improvement on anything
that former generations were familiar
with.
This arrangement Is a comblnaticn
affair going up from the kltcben and
from the front hall, and down from
tbe kitchen to the cellar. On the secgoing up to the attic ai-ond floor-thdown stairs Is equally good. The stairway looks well, and It Is very convenient and satisfactory.
A bouse built in this manner has
other advantage, and that Is In beating. It Is so compact that from one to
five tons of coal per year may be
saved, as compared with tbe amount
required In some,
bouses that are no more roomy
and offer no more accommodation.
-Under this bouse Is a splendid cellar tbat la as light as some of the
best rooms In bouses built a dozen
years ago, when small, narrow windows were In fashion. In a basement
like this you can place a modern hef ting apparatus tbat wjll take care ot
In
the temperature
tbe
coldest
weather; and the attention required
will not worry a person more than a
few minutes twice a day.
Makers of hot water beating plants
and hot air furnaces are In very close
competition. Improvements are being
added every year, until both systems
seem to be about as near perfect as
human ingenuity can make them. A
hot air furnace big enough to beat this

.

L

Look It Up.

your Bible within easy reach?
All right; then proceed with this anecdote from Life: A man wbo was
staying at borne during the past summer, not having received his weekly
letter from bis wife, thought he would
be smart and send ber a quotation
from the Bible that would surely
bring a letter by next mall. Not having a Bible handy, be depended on bis
memory and wrote as follows: "My
Dear Wife: Proverbs 25: 14 John."
He did not get any more letters.
When bis wife returned be asked ber
why she bad not written. She showed
him bis quotation. lie looked at his
Bible and said: "Oh, Lord! I quoted
tbe wrong verse; it should have been
Proverbs 25: 25."

J
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In every action, reflect upon the
end, and In your undertaking It consider why you do It. Jeremy Taylor.
-- -
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MEMS
It is impossible to find a
better or more reliable
remedy than the famous
HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH-BITTER-

un-

Ct'IVEO IN 6 TO 1 DATS
romna luonur It VM.O
?'onTiiriiKH
to euro nnr case of ItohtnK, Blind.
2llted.li' ur frutruUlnu: Hilea In 6 u 14 uu; a. uUc
Flt-K-

Tin.
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l
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of
C0STIVENESS,
BILIOUSNESS,
MALARIA.
COLDS,
GRIPPE,
INDIGESTION,

TRY

BOTTLt
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Doing Is the great thing. For If,
resolutely, people do what is right. In
time they come to like doing It.

vn

will wake It
easy to bur
ono, without

a single bit
01 risk.

ROIL

a OiRPFN

I'FfcDKRof C'ULTIVATOH
one thtit is fuilr guarunttwd
something that will auexuellent
wum&nauiapnoeyouoao anora
dardNo.Oomblnd
It distributed
?X Tool.
eodTenly lnhtUN
uan also be tiiMxt M
drill ora wh4
cultiTator.
Bionl
lap. Bi rpLi co..
HIT

WHY INCUBATOR CHECKS DIE
Write for book sarins young chicks. Bend na
names of 5 friends that use incubators and get
book free. RalHa.ll Remedy Co., Black well, Okla.

320 A. IN TREGO CO., KAN. 20
FOR SALE
pleuty water; bouae, bsra
a cult.; all
Chicago.
Kranury, etc. .MOKRUI.L, Box

Kr

Sow

Salzer's, La Crosse, Wis. Seeds

i

si I

I

Ktrctc.st

1

balcony In the rear of the bathroom.
Since carpets have been abolished,
and all good bouses have bardwood
floors, rugs have become very fashionable. It ecems necessary to bave rugs
cleaned once a week or once a month,
according to the amount of service required of them; and this upper balcony facilitates the work of cleaning.
The rugs may be carried out and loft
In the sun, and swept on the floor or
whipped over the balcony railing, so
much easier than to carry them down
to the yard. It Is another contrivance
to save work and promote sanitation.

JyL

to

Not to Be Intimidated.
In a certain New York town there
lived an eccentric character whom
every one called "Uncle HI." In bis
old age Uncle Hi "experienced religion," and one night was asked to lead
the prayer meeting. As he could neith-

X

,

..Li-- l
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IT DOES THE

fODAT.

"

-

?

,

S

We guarantee it absolutely pure and you will find
it a great benefit in cases

Auk for

Diplomat.
"Don't ask a girl for a kiss
less "
"Unless you want one?"'
"No, unless you don't."
A

,

SPRING

ii

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellet9 first put
up 40 years ago. They regulate and invigd
orate stomach, liver and bowels.
tiny granules.

er read nor write, the request might
easily have daunted hlu, had be been
a less courageous man. But Uncle III
was not one to be daunted. Very sol- Lemnly be rose and drawing his un
usually tall form to Its greatest height
said: "Brethren, sing the one thousandth Psalm." After a silence, broken
only by an occasional titter, come on
said: "Tbere aren't as many as tbat."
"Sing as many as there be, then!"
thundered Uncle Si. Youth'? Com-

First Floor Plan.
asset that tuouia ordinarily be placed
to the credit of tbe hot air furnace.
However, either system should embrace a thorough plan for constantly
changing the air In tbe rooms through
Ventilating Hues. But, I am sorry to
say, this Is a subject tbe American
people have paid very little attention
to. It Is destined to occupy our attention more as years go on and we learn panion.
Breaking It Gently.
"Good morning, Mrs. McCann,"sald
an Irish laborer to a lady at tbe wash
tub. "An" tbe top of the mornln' to
you, Mister Mullin," she replied. "01
fought," said be. "Ol'd shtep in t'say
'ure busban' has shtopped shruokin',
McCann."
"Saints be praised!
It's seventy-fivclnts a monf be'll be
savin'." "Oi'm layin' bets be won't."
said Mr. Mullin. "He wor lightln" his
pipe In the powder factory an' be
dropped the match."
Mrs.

e

Boating on Boiling Lakes.
In the southern part of Ne"w

Zoal-an-

d

Man Converses With Animals.
Charles Kellogg of California has
started out to convince the Harvard
faculty of his ability to talk with animals. His life has been spent In the
Sierra Kevadas, and lila studies include the vocal sounds made by bears,
squirrels, lizards, rattlesnakes and
crickets. Indeed, he claims proficiency In fifteen animal languages.
He
has a peculiar palate, with no tonsils,
and entirely lacks the cord connecting
the tocth with the lips. To these peculiarities he partly ascribes the ease
with which he Imitates the sounds of
Insects and animals. Some of his observations and Ideas are, it Is said, at
least Interesting, If not convincing

there are hot springs where the
Maoris go boating on boiling lakes.
There are also little holes in the
earth through which the steam spouts,
Some Uses for Hate.
and the native women use these
Hute la only a passing emotion
Widely Separated Cities.
something upon which little people
"Now, children, who can name two places Instead of fires for cooking.
cut eye tteth. We get a certain
cities wb'ch are widely separated?"
amount of diversion out of It and
Not Loaded.
rBoston and San Francisco."
Mrg. Wise "Will you come bome some salutary lessons. It Is probably
"Correct! Any one else?"
straight from the club tonight?" Mr a friend In disguise and keeps us from
"London and Melbourne."
"Yes. Now two more cities widely Wise "You mean to come straight wasting time aud from - spending
separated."
borne" Mrs. Wise "No, I mean to forces where they are not needed.
-- Bos"Slmpli-cltcome home straight do ilgzag walk- And when hato la dead what a com
and Dupll-citying." Exchange.
Ion Transcript.
fortab'e feeling coir eg la Its pities,
y

A lontr lifo
nl a merry one may be expected by those who use Garfield Tea, the
natural herb regulator. Fur tale at all drug
Hoics.

Sugar-coate-

loose-Jointe-
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The Uflly Brute.
"See tbat measuring worm crawling up my skirt?" cried Mrs. BJenks.
"That's a sign I'm going to have a
new dress."
"Well, Irt him make it for you,"
growled Mr. BJenks. "And while he's
about it, have him send a hookworm
to do you up the back. I'm tired of
the Job"

When shown positive and" reliable proof that a certain
remedy had cured many cases of female ills, wouldn't any
sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would also
benefit her if suffering with the same trouble ?
Here are five letters from southern women which prove,
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
LETTER FROJI, VIRGINIA.

Elliston, Va. "I feel It my duty to express my thanks to you and your
(rreat medicine. I was a suiTerer from female troubles and bad been
fined in bed over one third of ray time for ten months.
I could not do my
housework ami had fainting spells so that my husband could not leave me
.
alone for five minutes at a time.
" Now I owe my health to Lydia 13. Tinkham's Vegetable Compound and
Blood Purifier. Whenever I see a suffering- woman I want to tell hee what
these medicines' have done for me and I will always speak a good word for
them." Mrs. Uobebt Blankensuip, Elliston, Montgomery Co., Va.

LETTER ER03I LOUISIANA

.

New Orleans, La. "P was passing throueh the Change of Life and te
fore I took Lydia E. Finlcham's Vegetable (impound I was troubled with
hot flashes, weak and dizzy feelings, backache and Irregularities. I would
get up in the morning feeling tired out and not fit to do anything.
" Since I have been taking your Compound and Blood Purifier I feel all
right. Your medicines are worth their weight in gold." Mrs. Gabtok
Bl.okdeac, 1541 Polymnia St., New Orleans, La.

LETTER FROM FLORIDA.

Wauchula, Fla. "Some time ago I wrote to you giving you my symptoms, headache, backache, bearing-down- ,
and discomfort In walking, caused
by female troubles.
" I got two bottles of Lydia E rinkhnm's Vegetable' Compound and a
package of Sanative Wash aDd that was all I used to make me a well woman.
"I am satisfied that if I had done like a good many women, and had
not taken your remedies, I would have been a great sufferer But I started
In time with the right medicine aud got well. It did not cost very much,
either. I feel that you are a friend to all women and I would rather use
Mrs. Mattik Hodnot, Bos 408, Wauyour remedies than have a doctor."
chula, Florida.
LETTER FROM "WEST VIRGINIA.
'M'iirtlnsburg, W. Va. "I am glad to say that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done wonders for my mother, daughter and myself.
" I have told dozens of people about it and my daughter says that when
she hears a girl complaining with cramps, she tells her to take your Compound." Mrs. Mary A. LIockenuekuv, 713 N. 3rd St., Martinsburg, W. Va.

ANOTHER LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.

Newport News, Vu. "About five years ago I was troubled with such pafns
and bloating every month that I would have to go to bed.
"A friend told me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
I soon foufd relief. The medieine strengthened me in every way and my
doctor approved of my taking It..
" I will be glad if my testimony will help some one who is suffering
from female weakness." Mra. W.J. Blavton, 1029 Uamptoa Ave., Newport
News, Va.

Why don't you try thls'reliable remedy?
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If nrnuM ha rflffl. , I. fn focfirnnfa nffl
clsely Just what O'Rourke thought t
discover, when after a. punctilious re
turn of Captain von Elnem's salute, hi
reopened his door and, closing It quick,
ly as bo entered, turned tbe key in tbi

lock.
HIh mood wnn jrnlted. bis Imagina
tion excited: the swift succession ol
events which had made memorable the
night culminating with bis open invltnlinn tn a rhnllunea from the most
desperate duelist in Europe, bad inspired f volatile vivacity such as not
even the excitement ot the Casino had
been potent to create in him. ur an

content"
1

JOSEPH VANCE

Illastratlsas by Ellsworth

CHAPTER IV.

"That's the way of doing business
that like," assented O'Rourke heartily, warming a little to the man aa be
turned back a cbalr facing tbe
"Besides, I quarrel with no
. . .
man'a right to be reasonable.
And now I'm at your service, monsieur."
Des Trebes, lounging back, knees
crossed, thin whtta fin?pm Intprlnr..
Ing, black eyes narrowing, regarded
the Irishman thoughtfully for a. moment Abruptly he sat np and removed from an Inner pocket a long
thin white envelope, thrice sealed with
red wax and Innocent of any superscription whatever.
"Are you prepared, monsieur," he
s
demanded Incisively, "to play

By

LOUIS

frleni
fair of the raining? I've
waiting In me room here. . , , Par
don the rudencM."

swift, searching glance. "We are at
least secure from Interruption; one
'
could ask little more."
"True for ye," laughed O'Rourke. He
moved toward the alcove. "Now first
of all I'm to submit proofs of me Identity, I believe," be added. Intending to
dig out of bis trunk a dispatch-bocontaining his passports and other papers of a private nature.
But Des Trebes had changed his
mind.
"That Is unnecessary, monsieur. Your very willingness is sufJQ
clent proof. 1 have your word and

Young

by Louis Joseph Vane

6YN0PSIS.

-

nad conjectures Imaginable the maddest was too weird for htm to credit In
F.llmlnattDB.
Ma hnmnr nf thnt hour
all else that bad happened, in tha
course of that short evening, nis nean
had been stirred, his emotions played
upon by a recrudesence of a passion
which he had striven with all his
strength to put behind him for a time;
he had first heard the voice of the one
woman to whom his love and faith and
honor were Irretrievably pledgeu, he
had then sen her (or another who remarkably resembled her) for the scantiest of Instants; and finally be .had
mysteriously received a letter which
could, he believed, have been conveyed to him by no other hand but bera.
And now he was persuaded beyond a
doubt that tiie person of the alcove,
the eavesdropper for whose fair repute
he had chosen to risk his life, was
In the world but that same one

blind-man'-

The story opens at Monte Carlo with
CoL Terence O'Rourke. a military free
lance and something of a gambler. In his
hotel. Leaning on the balcony he sees a
beautiful girl who suddenly enters the
elevator and passes from sight. At the
framing table O'Kourke notices two men
watching him. One la the Hon. Bertie
Glynn, while his companion Is Viscount
Des Trebes. a duelist. The viscount tells
him the French government has directed
him to O'Kourke aa a man who would
undertake a secret mission,

' CHAPTER III.
As be stepped out of the lift Colonel

O'Rourke remarked a light In his
room, visible through the transom
over the door.
de chambre," he
"The
letnnie
thought "Sure and the poor thlng'B
still busy trying to clear up. , , ,"
To the contrary, be found the door
fast " Tis careless ahe waa to leave
the light on," be observed, fitting bis
key In the lock.
It thoughtless in that one way. the
mmmon hnt fulfilled the letter of her
word In the other. It waa with comprehensive relief (since be anticipated
caller) that he found the room once
again presentable.
But one thing surprised him; and
more surprising still waa the fact that
hi ordinarily Indifferent eye should
have detected It at the first glance.
He had Indeed hardly entered before
be became aware of a square of white
paper tucked in the corner of the bureau mirror.
""The dlwle, now!" he greeted it
Could one of
That's curious.
me many admirers have bribed the
. fyemme de chambre to bring a note to
meT"
He chuckled, holding to the
light' a much Boiled envelope, grimy
with the marks of many fingers, plastered with stamps and black wltb
postage marks and substitute addresses, having evidently been forwarded over balf the world before It
wbo was.
reached the addressee:
In a bold hand, "Colonel Terence
O'Rourke.
4
He whistled low over this, examinlesa concerninfinitely
ing it intently,
ed with lta --contents than, with the
manner by which it bad reached him.
The 3r6t postmark seemed to be that
. of-- Rangoon,
the original address, the
Cercle Mllltaire, his club In Paris.
Thence, apparently. It bad sought him
In Galway, Ireland, Dublin, Paris again,
and finally after half a dozen other
addresses "C. of Mme. O'Rourke, Hotel Carlton, London." The London
postmark was Indecipherable. . . .
He found himself trembling violentBy one hand alone could this
ly.
fcave reached him, since the post bad
not brought It to Monte Carlo. . . .
Ha recalled that woman's voice which
bad so stirred him, the woman of the
Casino whose bearing had seemed to
him so familiar. . . ,
borne one tapped on the door; be
smothered a curse ot annoyance, and
went to answer, thrusting the letter
Into bis pocket
A page announced
Monsieur le
Comte dea Trebes.
"Show the gentleman up," snapped
O'Rourke. He was about to add, "In
five minutes," when Des Trebes himself appeared.
"Anticipating that message, monsieur," be said, moving Into view

buff?"
"Am I what?" asked O'Rourke.
tled.
Then be smiled. "Pardon;
haps I fall to follow ye."

star
per

I mean," explained the vlcomte ds- tlently. "that I have to offer vnn
commission to act under sealed or- ers
he tanned the envelone "the
orders contained herein."
"And when would I be free to onen
that?"
"As soon as vou are at bps aw
from Franco, Monsieur." '
O ROUrke Considered
tha aneolnna
doubtfully. "From you, monsieur from
me uovernment of France, which you
represent," he said at length, "yes;
I will
accept such a commission.
France," he averred stmniv "imnws
me: It wouldn't be asking ma tn An
anything a gentleman shouldn't"
vou may feel assured nf thnt"
agreed Dea Trebes gravely.' "Indeed. I
venture to assert you will find this
lec us say adventure much to your
liking. . . . Then you accept?"
"One moment a dozen questions,
by your leave. . . . when must I

start?"

"Tomorrow morning by the Cote
d'Azur Ranlde. at ten mlniitaa to

eight"

"And where will I be going?"
"First to Paris : thenpa tn HflvrpY
thence, by the first available steamer.
to iNew rorkr finally, it may be to

Venezuela, monsieur."
"Expenses?"
"I will myself furnish you with funds
.
sufficient to finance vnn
New York. There our consul general
will provide you with what more you
may require. It Is essential that your
connection with this affair shall be
Kept secret; should you draw on the
government In this country, It would
expose you to grave suspicions, perhaps to danger."
"I understand that," assented
the
Irishman. "But to obviate all danger
of mistake, would It not be well to
bave one of your trusted agents meet
me on the steamer and provide me
with whatever ye figure I might require? 'TIs barely possible your
eneral
might not recognize me In
New York. Why should he? 1 never
beard bis name, even."
Des Trebes meditated this briefly.
"It shall be as you desire, monsieur. It
shall be arranged as you suggest"
"Finally, then, what Is to be my
recompense?"
"That must depend. I am authorized
to assure you that in no case
will
you receive less than twenty-fivthou-sanfrancs; In event of a successful
termination of your mission, the reward will be doubled."
" 'TIs enough," said
O'Rourke with a
sigh; "I accept"
The Frenchman roan. nivai-in- Jhe envelope. "You must pledce vfcur- Belf, monsieur, not to break
these seals
until you are at sea?"
"Absolutely-- of
course." O'Rourke
took the packet, weighed It curiously
in his band and scrutinized the seals.
He remarked that they were yet soft
and fresh; the wax had been hot within tbe half hour.
"1 will do myself the honor of
meeting you at the train to see you off monsieur," said Des Trebes. "At that time,
also, will 1 provide you with tbe funds
liberty of accompanying tbls boy. 1 you require."
am late, I fear."
"Thank ye."
O'Rourke forced a nod and smile of
Their bands met
welcome. "Not to my knowledge," said
"Good night, Monsieur O'Rourke"
be.
"Good night . .
The Frenchman consulted his watcb.
Half way to the door, Des Trebes
"Ten minutes late, monsieur; It is ten paused. "Oh, by the way,"
he expast midnight"
claimed carelessly, "I believe you art
"Then," said O'Rourke, "the top o' a friend oi my old school-fellow- ,
Cham
the morning to ye. Enter, monsieur." bret raon cher Adolph?"
He stood aside, closing the door
"TIs so," assented the
bis guest "TIs no matter; if warmly. "Tbe best of menIrishman
Cham-bre- t
1
thought ye punctual, 'tis so ye are
I"
to all Intents and purposes. ,
"Odd,"
commented tbs vlcomte;
A cbalr, monsieur."
He established "only this afternoon 1 was thinking
Des Trebes by a window. "And a cig- of him, wonderlcg what had
become
A
drop to drlDkT of the man."
arette?
,
ye
.
. .
As
will. . .
And since,
"The last I beard or Win, be was In
'tis to talk secret business that we're Algeria, monsieur with some French
bere would ye like the door locked?" force In the desert"
"That Is hardly esBentlal!" Des Tre"Thank you
On tbe point
bes reviewed his surroundings with of leaving the vlcomte snapped bis
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woman.

"Monsieur, Your Nost Annoys Mel"
teeth on a second "Good night," and "Incapable of participating In such
swore beneath his breath.
brawls as you prefer, Colonel O'Rourke.
The But 1 am not content.
I
O'Rourke, surprised, stared.
warn
Frenchman was standing stiffly at at- you . . . My rank prevents me from
tention, as if alarmed. His pallor was. punishing you personally; I am obliged
If possible. Increased, livid his close- to light gentlemen only."
ly shaven beard showing blue black on
O'Rourke laughed openly.
his heavy Jowls and prominent chin.
"But I advise you to leave Monte
His eyes blazed, shifting' from the al- Carlo before morning. Should you recove to O'Rourke.
main, or should you come within my
"Monsieur?" he demanded harshly, neighborhood another time at what
ever time
will kill you as I would a
"what does this Insult mean?"
"Mean?" Iterated O'Rourke. "Insult? rabid cur or cause you to be shot."
"There's always the coward's alFaith, ye have me there."
Speechless with rage, Des Trebes ges- ternative," returned the
Irishman.
tured violently toward the alcove; and "But ye mustn't forget ye've only the
O'Rourke became aware that the cur- one leg to stand upon In society your
as notoriety as a duelist And I shall
tains were shaking wavering
though a draught stirred them. But take steps to see that ye fight me bethere was no draught And beneath fore sunset Else shall all Europe
their edge be saw two feet two small, know yo for a coward."
bewitching feet In the daintiest and
Behind the vlcomte the lift shot up,
most abBurd of evening slippers, with paused, and discharged a single pasan Inch or so ot silken stockings show- senger. As swiftly the cage disaping strove each.
peared.
Des Trebes' eyes, filled with an exOut
of the corner of his eye,
pression unspeakably offensive, met O'Rourke recognized the newcomer as
the Irishman's blank, wondering gaze. an old acquaintance, and his heart
"It 1b, no doubt," the Frenchman stam- swelled with gratitude while a smile
mered, "sanctioned by your code to. of rare pleasure shaped Itself upon
have me spied upon by the partner of his Hps. He had now the Frenchman
your liaisons."
absolutely at his mercy.
"But, monsieur "
"Captain von "Eincm,"
he said
"1 compliment the lady upon the quickly, "by your leave, a
moment of
smallness of her feet, as well as upon your time."
ankles so charming that I cannot bring
The man paused stiffly, with the
myself to leave without a glimpse of square-se- t
and erect poise of an officer
features."
mistress'
their
of the German army. "At your service,
Des Trebes moved toward the al- Colonel O'Rourke,"
he said in impeccove.
Thunderstruck, O'Rourke rap- cable French.
ped out a stupefied oath, .then In a
But the Irishman had returned undiBtrlde forestalled the man. With him vided
attention to Des Trebes. "MonIt was as If suddenly a circuit had
sieur,", he announced, "your nose an
In
Intelligence,
closed
bis
establishing noys me." And with
that he shot out
a definite connection between the three
a band and seized the offensive mem
now four most mystifying Incidents
ber between a strong and capable
of the evening.
thumb and forefinger. "It bas annoy
"Lesa haste, monsieur," he coun- ed me," he explained In parenthesis,
seled in a voice of Ice. Ills hand fell "ever since I first clapped me two eyes
with almost paralyzing force upon tbe upon ye, scum of the earth that ye
other's wrist as he sought to grasp are.
the curtain, and swung him roughly
And he tweaked the nose of Mon
back, "Yourself will never know who's
le Viscomte des Trebes, tweak
sleur
lady
may
there whoever the
be. . . .
It
with a will and great pleasure.
ed
"
I
Ah, but no, monsieur
tweaked It for glory and the Saints;
Maddened beyond prudence, Des carefully, methodically, even painstak
Trebes bad struck at his face. ingly, he kneaded and pulled and twist
O'Rourke warded off the blow and In ed it from side to side, ere releas
what Beeraed the same movement ing It
whirled the man round by his captive
Then stepping back and wiping bis
wrist and caught the other arm from
upon a handkerchief, he cock'
the back. Tbe briefest of struggles en- fingers
ed lit head to one side and admired
Frenchman,
Tbe
comsued.
taken at a
result of his handiwork. "'TIs
plete disadvantage, was for all bis re- the
au amazingly happy effect," he ob
sistance bustled to the door and served critically "the
crimson blotch
thrown through it before he fairly com- It makes against the chalky
complex
prehended what was happening.
Ion ye affect. Monsieur des TrebeB
Free at length, if ou all fours, he . . . And now
fancy
scrambled to bis feet to find O'Rourke Your friends may call upon ye'll fight.
mine bere
bad shut the door behind him, calmly
Captain vou Etuem. wltb your perawaiting Uie next move.
f"Haven't ye had enough?" demand- mission."
"Most happy, Colonel O'ftourke," ased the irishman as the vlcomte, blinded with passion, seemed about to re- sented the German, blue eyes sparkling
thai!
new tbe attack. "Or are ye wishful hi an Immobile countenance
wait the seconds of Monsieur des Trf
to be going downstairs in tbe same
s in my rooms."
fashion?"
The Frenchman essayed to spealr
Dea Trebes drew back, snarling.
Then abrupt- choked with passion, and turning ab
"You dog!" be cried
ly, by an admirable effort, be calmed ruptly, somewhat unsteadily descend
himself surprisingly, drawing himself ing the staircase.
O'Rourke laughed briefly, offering
up with considerable dignity and throttling bis temper as be quietly adjust- the German his hand. " Twas wondered tbe disorder of his clothing. Only fully opportune, your appearance, cup
In his eyes, black as sloes and small, tain dear," said he. "Thank jti from
. . . And
did there remain any trace of his ma- the bottom of me heart.
now will ye forgive nie excusing
lignant and unquenchable hatred.
"1 am unfortunately," be sneered.
until I bear from ye about the af
1

1

I

me-sel-

But Liore than all else, perhaps, be
expected and feared to find the room
deserted; for the balcony outside the
windows afforded a means of escape
too facile to be neglected by one who
wished not to be discovered. . .
His first definite impression was ot
for the
consternation and deBpalr;
lights had been shut off In hla absence. Then quickly be discerned,
with eyes dazed by the change from
tbe lighted hallway to the lightlesi
chamber, the shadowy shape of a woman, motionless between him and tbs
windows, waiting. . . .
An electric switch was at his elbow. With a single motion h could
uave drenched the place with light
For an iDBtant tempted, some strangs
scruple of delicacy, abetted it may be
by his native love of romantic mystery,
stayed his hand.
"Madame," said be. "or mademoiselle, whichever ye may be the windows are open, meself's not detaining
ye.
If ye choose, ye may go; but
ye'd favor me by going quickly. . . .
I give ye." he continued, seeing that
she neither moved nor replied, 1 "this
one chance. In thirty seconds turn
on the lights."
The woman did not stir; but he
thought he could detect In the stillness her quickened breathing.
"What ye've taken." he amended,
"I'd thank ye to leave as ye go if y
came to steal. TIs little I have to
lose.

..

."

There was no answer. '
He touched the switch with an Impatient hand, stepped forward a single
pace, caught hiniBelf up and stopped
short, now pale and trembling who had
a moment gone jeen flushed with
calm.

"Beatrix!" he cried thickly.

Dumbly his wife lifted her arms and

offered herself to him. unutterably
lovely, unspeakably radiant . . .
it were worse than a waste of time
to attempt a portrait of ber as she
seemed to him. Seen through her husband'.! eyes, her beauty was incomparable, immaculate, too rare end rine. too
delicate a thing to be hodied forth in
words, dependent upon the perfection
of no single feature' Not in her hair,
fair as sunlight on the sea. not in her
eyes of autumnal brown, not In the
wonderful fineness of her skin or In
the daintiness of her features, not in
the graciousness of her body, did he
find the beauty of her that surpassed
expression, but In tbe love she bors
him, lu the sweetness of her Inviolate
soul. In the steadfastness of her Impregnable heart. . . .
But It's doubtful If ever he bad analyzed his passion for her so minutely. Mostly. I think, at that moment of
ber abrupt disclosure to him, he longed unutterably for her lips and tbe
proffered wreath round his neca oi oei
slim, round, white arms.
Yet he would not. Trembling though
he was. with every Instinct and every
fiber of his being straining toward her,
with the hunger for her a keen pain In
bis heart, he held himself back; or his
conception of honor held hlra back.
That which he had voluntarily forfeited and put a vay from him tor his honor's sake, he would not take back
though It were offered freely to blm.
"So," he said, after a bit, shakily;
ulled himself together,
and
then
controlling his voice "So 'twas yourself, after all, Beatrix! Me heart told
me no other woman could have suug
that song as ye did"
The woman dropped her arms. "Your
heart. Terence?" she asked a little bitf
terly.
"Wt it else? Do ye dour, I?"
i
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pfitr.ntcd improvements on tho New Uwre Sulky and Oanc sucq as Ad
justable eeot eoitor Giuet tasy nianauemeni wusi-pruwuoei
boxes cood iiith wheels- easy runoiug hxIcs run io oil.
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since 1840.

Oregon, is publishing a series of splendid
vrticlcs-chouthe various industries in the
West- - The September number conuurt
an article on srecess with ( berries.
The
Oriobcr number had a beautifully ilhis!-e- d
article on Success in Growing Apples.
Other articles shortly to be publishes are
Success with Live StocV, Success in Growing Walnuts, Success with Fodder Crops.
These articles are written by experts, and
are not only authoritativx, but very interesting.
In addition to the abeve, The Pacific
Monthly each morlh publishes a large number .f clean, wholesome, readable storiti
and strong indepanilent article on the qafl- tiods of the day.
The price of The Pacific Maathly i
l .50 a year.
To introduce it to new
readers, it will he sctitjor six month
8 50 if this paper is mentioned.
Address;
Pacific Manthly,
Portland,
Oregon.'
'
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Truth Eternal.
Truth, like cork, v.iil ba ujippnncst
at one time or another, though
down tu the witter. Isaac Taylor,

. v
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Both sulkv and cann fitted with A powerful
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ThP ur.s ha Art ntisiliarv hand levfiri You cart walk ari atrRtch vour Ices, if Vou
likft.-aBtill control tha plow tvrf;ctly. TIip Uver is within easy reach of your hand
tmrt it lifts wcnticrful liltiiiji power live time thajifting levoirape found on any otlmr gang.
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Some people seem to be oblig
ed to talk mean ol oMieis. Ihu
appears to bo the only suhj-ttinterest on which id spend an
hour in neighhoi ly con vei s.i! ion
Soon you will hear w.hat t!ie
said ami, naturally, run will
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his space in his columns;
his principal sources of
are
these
income and can any one inform
us why he is expected to give eiAND CUilETKELaSP3CS
ther away?" He can, of course,
r . t-- r
do so if In chooses an.l as a I'M" H ; ij f f f
matter of fact he dues 'furnish
a good deal of his space rent free
But it does not. follow that he
ought to be expected to do so as rn& CSSG5-I- CrU5oTcv5Too
a matter of course, and futher, AND AUTKRCAT AND t'JiiO TROUBLES
when he does it ought lo be le- 7SFA CTOfy
cognized as a contuhution just GUA
Of? Mowev f?CFUNciro.
as much as tha sug ir or coffee
given by the grocer But it. is not
generally looked at in that light,
yet even body knows t hat the
' - 4
t' r"T t' x I ' f
very existence of newspaper depends upon the siliug of the
paper and the rent of the qxuc
j
"
a much as a merchant's success
The hWfr 520,
Kcpeatiiisr SkJsui: tt $23X0
depends upon tin sale of hi
is n liiiiiitnerlis prim
a so!i;l
goods. There is j.ist as mucl
fmini-- . Knsicr to o;i
reason lor me meicnaut giving
r nml stnootiit r
ion tlmit n:.y
other. It never b.lks and ij
his goods away fro; as there ib
lerfeetly l;,!a:irI.
for Ih-- i publisher- - Ex
any
our
ret-t-

Total
Clear
Pai tly cloudy.
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WANTED

Gooti Iloisi.KKKPiNO
Mao
azine requires tlie service!; of a representative in Kenna, Net
Mexico, to look
after subscription renewal and to extend
circulation by special methodic which hjve
proved unusually successful. , Salary and
commission . Previous experience desire-abl- e
but not essential.
Whole time or
spare time. Address with reference, J. F.
agazine.
Fairbanks, Good Housekeeping
381 Fourth Ave., New York City.
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Temperature,
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Minimum temperature
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Precipitation.
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may bo furnished by supplemental affidavits. Very respectfully,
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Claimant names as witnesses:

Willinm H. Smith
cviguial or additional
liobert .. Rimers in.
K. Kvans
and
Willinm H, C'oopnii
entries since date oi the add- nilJoe
of Kenna, New Mexico.
. AnTHt;n R. CrRRPH
itional entrt iii order to pel foci
Register.
title to the additional entry. ,
March 22 Apr. f
If the claimant' is unable to
make this showing, lie can NOTICE FO'.J ri'BlilCATiON.
lecfc to oiler proof on his originNoncrallurd
.Seiinl Ko.oargl.
al entry upon the showing nv. d
Department of the Interior, U. S.
and upon Hie ndditianal entry
M.
I.nnd Ofllee at Kurt Su.nner.
March IS 1J'.
when he can show compliance Notlee is hereby lvcn Hint William
H. Smith
with tha law above construed.
of Kenna, New Meik o,
ho, on January !,
Kbti-Iloniestei-.'t. (v!l. for
It is, therefor, very necessary Sli , hmade
Hi Mikf
hi 0 SV. k NWk Pec
that all proof tiBtmoiiy should 3;;, Tuwcbhip .'.South. Itann Jiast N. M.
P. M., has tiled notice of intention to make
show on what subdivisions land Finul
Five year l'roof to esiHhil.li claim tu tlie
was (ullivahd each ear, and if land tbu e described, before W, 'J'. Cownill
U.S. Couuiitssiuucr in bliiOdlve at Ivenna, New
the space allowed in blank foims Mexico,
oil lbs Ist day of a; ,1.114.
i? not sufficient for this purpose,
C luminal uumus ua witnLBSes:
the testimony in this instancei Klaui P. Murrey,
Kobert L,. Hoberson,

therthe
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ulfur.
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N. M.
13, 1912.
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Subscription $1.00 Per Year, proof, antt $12.00 morn o i '520.
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whom you inaKo proof.
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J. P. STONF.,

Whlekert.
"AKhoutb jou have refused to
my wife, don't you think you
lfni'u to love." "Well, I r.ii;
onro learnr-- to like
.Jar
Bpiimcli-"-ilcliihl-

lUillotui.
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in buy i lam tin; only dealer in
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Dr. H. L.

1

PH

Preaching at the White Cli'.np-(- town bat rallies Ibis brand.
frhoni hniu-- every 1st and
Oscar Rnherson
rd Sunday. Everybody cord
Tlic New Stoie.
1

1

1

A

1

Elder W. It. Wood.
ONION SETS SEED
TOES.
(Imti and Sweet.)

Our stock is in can fill your
orders promptly.
about Swift's Feuti-i.izkh- .
A-k-

CATAItHH C'UKB.

MAl.L'S

ij

Notary rui.ic.

1

Catarrh Cure to taken Internally and arte
upon the blood and muroiw aurfacceof tki
for testimonials, frne.
F. J. Clll.NliY
CO.. Toledo, O.
eld hy nil nnioi:tt. 7:e.
Take JUall'e family l'llls for constipation.
Hnil's

4re-tl-

ROSWELL SEED CO.,
Roswell.

rtcm. aend

M.

dllie lirittAiit ii Visiting at

March bus pure been
windv.

Roswell.
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some

Mrs. J. R. Ilolnian is visiting
Quite, a number of our cattle
at Silverton, Tex; this week.
owners ate out searching ranges
Prof. Irviu was here this for driftt.d stock.
week after hu household goods.
It is now believed (he Three
Bill will pass.
Minis are year Homestead
i
flgl
Speaker
CnaUip
Clatk
drilling a well for J. R. Holman,
for it, and bo is a whole tt am
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At Q. W. Zink's the Roswell Jeweler.
Records. '
kinds of
:
up-to-da-

:

M

Snw

Sim.

edit. tftaliciteri(. Rubber Seeds and
Xenna,

i'Jf

---

X

VA.

W. T. Cowgill,
U. S. COMMISSIONER
All business carefullv unrt

promptly attended to. Drop in
and see me, Always gld to
meet friends and it is a pleasure
to give you any
information
within my knowledge.
Otuce in
The llecord Building,
Kenna. N. If.

G.W. Zink,
the Jeweler.
Tell Zink you saw his acl in the Kenna
Record.

Join

C. Wolf Writes he will la

The M. E. church, South' will
back to his claim some limo in bold Quarterly Confernco at
April.
Keuna, Saturday and Sunday,
March 23 and 21 Presiding
Oeorge Noithcutt h at work Elder Couchran will be prvsent
setting up ono of his late pat- to conduct the services. A gocd
ented windmills.
atKndance is di sired
Dad Clayton is reported im
proving from the gonesal sm
sustained last week.
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Will V rig' 1 'and a Iso M . E
moved hit and was smithing less than a
Ab McDowell
"Oj,1K'.i War. bil .ineis visitV.
Hill,
drilling outfit to Soldier
hundred years old. At the time
ors
at tlv? county seat this week.
a
where he is 'to put down
of his demise he was the
well.
of C E. Wooldridgo.
llev. W P. V:,t of Kiida
heldsevices herj Su;:d iy night .
OBITUARY.
B. M. Garner and wife
tie will propably beheie again
Winileld, Texas,
Died: At Kenna, N. M. March March 31st .
and have gone to there claim, 20th, 1912. the infant child of
Mr. and Mis S. II Bird well.
northwest of here.
J. D. Ileanr hasgiMie for
The 'little babe was but six anIrs.
extended visit to her mother
Oscar Hewatt was in from months and 10 days old, and had at Litchfield III. ' Mr. Hearn
Roswell this week to look been afhVoi to nee a short time is in Poswell at work.
after his claim. He says he v ill after birth with lung trouble
start cropping about April 14 but 'ho immediate cause of
death was he irt paralysis. The
Mr. Ii. U ll ;agon and W. L
Ivdy was taken on he morning L- - Parker w:l! conduct the exMrs. W. B Scott was on the train Thuly to Parlales, to perimental wo:k for the A.T. S.
"cripple" list all the early part bo hurried iu the cemetery at F. K. 11 this year.
of the week, buffering with a that plce. The parents have
sprained ankle,
the sympathy of all our citizens
Mr, Lv; Robu'tson n.adja.
in this sad hour of
thei business tri i to II ig?rin on ai:d
Co;
has
The Kenna Lumber
berea vennen t.
stoped enroute at Rjswell to
a car of lorn be r on the road, and
have so trie dental work done.
looking
for
it to an ive j.ny
is
J
FROM
F.
LETTER
BR0GD0N
ot
is
supply
a
There
day now.
windmill tower stuff in the c; r
Dallas Taxas'
S. II. McVey has left with bis
March 17, 1012 extra gang of Mexicans to take
Lai
W T.Cowgill,
Mlw Spring Millinery
his division hex lq l rt"rs at
est Creations Newes Styles
Kenna, N. M.
Portales. Mr. Benz will join
Lowest Prices. The Ladies of Dear Sir:
hi me soon.
Kenna an l Vicicif.y arj n ivit-.iAllow ino t congratulate and
to call and enspect my stock.
t
conip!inm?ntyou on your Eight-- p
suit,
of
new
a
has
Win
Horner
wiii.;h
Respy Mrs P. T BjII.
p
cam to ir.e
jgo ip t,
Gutf"?
why?
I
wonder
clothes.
is
back.
certainThis
four days
of Snyder. ly
for Kenna and sur- we better save our old tin cans
J. W, Vande-rgriffTexas, was here the latt of the rounding country. I am glad to help along when th time
week, to look after his wife's the prospects are goo I for a conies round.
land, lie married Mrs. Mehala crop ther? thh sea--nI hope
Sparkman, who proved up on a to bo back with .you in tim:? to
V.) d wis receive
homestead southeast of Kenna. put out a cro ou my claim.
Sunday
Dallas is a nice city, Texas is from Oelwien, Io va that Mrs.
Mrs. E. B. Minter and Mrs. J. a g od stat'! b it I have so en no W. D. Wood had died at her
A. Kimmons drove out to W. place that looks as good to ine homo there agvd 8 ye us. Mrs.
'
11. and J. A. Cooper's Monday as New Mexico..
Wood wart well known here
it Ii t.'lliil l'i'rn',l j
ii
for a visit. Mrs. Minter remain,
liof as t he lud spent one winter at
for a more exstended vint; and wishes to all my friends, I am this place.
Her many fivinds,
Beatrice Cooper returned with
Very truly yours,
will syinp.it hiz with' the famiMrs. Kimmons.
ly in their s id h. re indent,
Jim Brogdon.
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Jud Abbott and' J. F. Jones
One of the team of horses that
Geo. Bo:i7. has purchase! the
went on a trip th Bt toilless brought the writer to New Mexlakes this week, to trap Mr.sk-rat- ico died during' tlie nfOnn of Marchnian hoine and is inoying
h?-

pro-prert-
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TYPEWRITERS
GIVEN AWAY.

bf-gi-

a. couple of weeks ago.
bore the name of ''polecat" and

Cowgill,

ctahc
J C. m MH..
at present, but

s

.

W. T.

US
have only a mall stock
3 it is new, fresh and clean, and I will sell as t
cheap as you can buy the same goods any- - S
"

-

and
after Corn piny
getting i i touch with their Ken-n- a

"r.e-

BOAZ ITEMS'
patrons. IT; reports an acFarmers are out hunting
'
(Ie.m-.inn
U". K. McConnick ha-- i been
for (l uden and
tive
seed corn this week, many
C. E iy ton for
working
Field sends this spring
planting right away.

,

)ru$stcrt.

.

deal.
Mr. Zink will 'fix your watch if it Is out of
repair. Send it to him by mail.

0

JurgccK, and Prep, ef

'Jure, Jrc&h
&, 'Chemicals.
kinds Patent Medicines & Jlcek

O

All

te

A

$hc Pienna
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Physician

l
(1 Watches, Rings, Jcwelrv, Musical Instru- t ments, Alusic Novelties. 13 venrs in busi- ness at Roswell. Low prices and Square

FRAKK J. CHKNKY.

worn to before me and auhwribed tn my presence
A. L.. IBM).
tfeli 6th day ol
I
I
A. W. OLEASOV.

us

wh pr p

l$

ti

or Ohio rrnr or Toledo. 1 B9.
I.ucas County.
f
Fhank J. THKNRr mnkrs mill that he to senior
Co., riolng
!irt!tiT of the firm of 1'. J. 'HEr.i'
Wimtee.'
In the City of Totetlrc.
County and Nute
aforesaid, ertrt tbftt nikl "firm Kill pay the e'lto of
)M)l,l,AltS fur each and every
ON P. HCNIHl;i
mm of catahnh that cannot bo cured by (lie iwe f
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K When you want a Talking Machine that

invited" to ntteiiil,
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The Emerson
Typewriter
Company of Woodstock, III.,
have recently given away over
100 of the highest grade,
wholly
visible Eneif-oTypewriters
made in the world. They have
gone into every state and territory , iu the United ' States.
They may be some in your (own.
They are giving tmn awaj
everywhere to men, women,
boys and girls, over 18 years
of
:ige, on surprisingly liberal
conditions.
If yoii coiild make any use of
100.00

X

typewriter, providing

it did not cost von even one cent,
uien m a letter or on- a postal
card addressed to Frank L.

Wilder, President, Woodstock,
"Mail me all
W. K. McConnick is making your Free Offers, "' and by reextensive empiovemnits on bis turn mail you will receive heir
ranch, lie added a good sized Free Offers, the names of over
addition to bis bous". Just re- 100 who have recently received
cently purchased the Does house typewriters free, and you will
learn on what easy conditions
yoin; get one of their
III., simply say,

type-wrper'sYi- ee

light away.
The Emerson Typewriter is

Thii Sunday school is in a
very prosper, us condition. They
one of the highest grade,, wholly
are making' proportion to have
visible typewriters made in the
an Easter program on the evenworld. Many who have usej
ing of April 7th.
the ' EMERSON" and other
makes pronounce the "EMERSON" superior to any $100.00
Times are brgining to tighten typewriter on the market. It
upon account of Presidential is a wholly visible machine, has
vear. TTope Ihey don't iret much every new,
feature,
tighter here or we will havo Jn looks like other high grade.
ship in some water to moisten .100.()0 typewi iters, though it
the ties.
sel's regularly for less and on
terms of 1.00 down and 10 cents
a day until paid fcr.
The
"EMERSON" has every new
S. O. Dial. Fred Chever:e, improvement,
universal keyClyde Peden and A 'ex. Avers board, back spacer, tabulator,
have returned from their wintrilib an, everything
ers work war Memjilus "'ex. the best : is the ideal machine
and are m iking pvoperations to for beginners as well as for
the
begin farming soon.
most expert typists and stenographers; just the typewriter for '
the smallest or largest otlice.
Tj
If you could possibly make
P. E.
Simlh came in from
"
any
usu of a high grade typeIledlev Tex. to spend fome
writer,
even though itdidn't.
claim,
time on bis
but had been
you
cost
one cent of money,
a
rdiort
time when he
here but
meievod word that hia dauglder then be sure, on a postal card
Vallie was peiiously ill with or in a letter addressed to
mHiiiiv-ii'es- .
started on the 'Frank L. "Wilder, President,
fpst train fv her lied side. Woodcock, 111.," say, "Mail
Tiiist rejwrlH sh was thought to me your Free Offers."
9.
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DRY

.i'.V-'-

POINTS

Potatoes Are Good Crop for
tating With Grain.

iif!VMi"

l hi

FARMING

Needs No Paint

Ro-

No After Trouble or Expense

hav-hav-

Last Coat

First Cost

System of Rotation Will Produce Four
Crops In Five Years Land Must
Be Handled at Right Time and
Not Neglected.

When you want a durable, attractive and inexpensive roofing that
will protect yourbuildings from the
tun, rain, tnow, hall, wind, fire and
something different from

lightning

the ordinary prepared roofing that
requires frequent painting and re-

The climate has not changed, nor
will it change, but man has and will
continue to do so. And why Is be"

pairing,

ir'J ASK YOUR

I VvV,
i

changing?
Because there are bo
many devoting their lives to finding
out facts and giving them to the human race in a concrete form.
Men like King, Campbell and
and others, too numerous to mention, have practically devoted their
llvt-to the building of a new agriculture, liut for such men as these,
we would not be tilling the deserts of
the west and making paying crops In
years like the present one. Campbell,
the great apostle of dry farming, is
the first man that ever gave us a compete Bet of rules for dry farming, and
ta writer wishes to state that anyone who will take his book on dry
farming and apply the rules laid down
by him, will succeed, writes Norman
E. Ilolden, in the Scientific Farmer
Of course, there are always local conditions that will 'modify them.
One of Professor Campbell's rules Is
to always summer till and have two
reason's, moisture for one crop. The
writer has found that system of rotating will produce four crops in five
years, but in rotating one must be
equipped to handle the land at the
right time and not neglect It.- - If one
Intends rotating, if It is a grain crop,
the disk should follow Immediately behind the harvester.
This should be
done with summer tillage, but it is
not absolutely necessary as when a
crop Is to be planted the following
year. After the disking, the land
should bo plowed, packed and harrowed. The following spring
it
should be double disked and harrowed
sufficiently to make a good seed bed.
'
Potatoes are a good crop to plant
for rotating with grain. One should
plant an intertilled crop after grain.
Canadian field ''es are a good crop If
they are planted! in rows and cultivated. Corn is another and, where it
can be grown, is probably the best.
Here Is a good rotation for one starting on sod: First year, plant small
grain (preferably winter wheat or
rye); second year, the same, then
summer till the ground; next crop, potatoes, then Durum wheat. Of course
this rotation proposition must be carefully looked into and if there is not
sufficient moisture In the ground to
warrant a crop. It is better to summer
till. The moisture In the ground can
be ascertained by taking samples as
far down as the moisture goes and
weighing the same. Place the damp
soil in an oven after it has been
weighed, dry it, and weigh again. This
will give the amount-o- f
moisture. It
Is not advisable to crop unless there
is at least four inches of water stored.
Another, and one of the most lmnvf- ttnt of all conditions, to be und'j- Btood, Is that the more ideal coudi
tiois of the soil for plant life, the less
moisture It will take to grow the crop,
Tlat the year 1910 has demonstra
ter that dry farming is not-- myth, Is
evidenced by the results obtained.
The history of dry farming In Beaver
hnd county has been a course in
which something of real merit had all
those forces to contend with that have
lack of
their origin In
knowledge, etc. However, this season
has proven to the most skeptical that
dry farming is something real, a line
of agriculture that is as safe to embark Into as the irrigation system.
This is a rather bold assertion. Do
the facts sustain it?

j DEALER FOR

Hll-gar- d

s

"Trlpfe Aspbm It Coated"
st"od tho "Twt of Tlmp" tmrlPT
the miwt severe climatic ooodlUoua,
I'ut up In rolls-c- t 105 wi.
(t. wtih c
cd, galvanized nail, cement and
Illustrated ('.Ireri, on nhcet,
ilet Kiniplm and our
ITrw

lMMklcfw,

and
Qu'UHlef!'
"Tho Inside or Ad Ou
nlde Proposition."
Fcnar-.FG.co- .

6t, Paul,

Pt. Ixmls,
CUlcuro,
Omaha,
Kansaa City

Broom Corn Seed
Buy Tolands Illinois seed, result of
81 years experience.
Treated for smut
GEO. HARRYMAN IS; BROTHERS
Western Distributors. ' Write for catalog.
WICHITA,

KANSAS

THE ONE GIRL FOR HIM.

The Girl (who has been suffering
from eore throat) The doctor told
me that I must never talk for more
than two minutes at a time.
The Man How delightful! Darling,
111 you marry me?
Curative Agent.
"Do you think an Ice cold plunge Is
good for people?"
"Well," replied the Indolent person,
"I fell in while skating and I must admit that the fright cured me of
HARD TO DROP
tVUny Drop It.

But

A young Calif,
coffee:

wife

talk3

about

a

'

"It was hard to drop Mocha and
Java and give Postum a trial, but my
nerves were so shattered that I was
a nervous wreck and of course that
means all kinds of ills.
"At first I thought bicycle riding
caused It and I gave It up, but my condition remained unchanged. I did not
want to acknowledge coffee caused the
trouble for I was very fond of It.
"About that time a friend came to
live with us, and I noticed that after
be had been with us a week he would
not drink his coffee any more. I asked
blm the reason. He replied, 'I havs
not had a headache since I left oft
drinking coffee, some months ago, till
last week, when I began again, here at
your table. I don't see how anyone
can like coffee, anyway, after drinking Postum!
"I Bald nothing, but at once ordered
a package of Postum. That was five
months ago, and we have drauk no
coffee since, except on two occasions
.when we had company, and the result
each time was that my husband could
cot sleep, but lay awake and tossed
and talked half the night. We were
convinced that coffee caused his suffering, so we returned to Postum, convinced that the coffee was an enemy,
Instead of a friend, and he Is troubled
no more by Insomnia.
"'I, myself, have gained 8 pounds In
weight, and my nerves have ceased to
quiver. It seems go easy now to quitthe oldxcoffee that caused our aches
and Ills and take up Postum." Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,

r

8ad Excusa.
TRIED REMEDY
They were twitting a friend who
,iY- t FOR
Windbreaks Prevent Excessive Evapo- stuttered upon the fact that he had
GRIP.
ration In Dry Land Areas Good , never been married.
boys, thr.t I've never
"I
on the Plains.
bbbcen married, but 1 was
J:
HI I
".r
A hedge fifteen to eighteen feet high
near It once."
will lessen the evaporation of soil
"How was that?" they inquired.
a
"Well, you see. I
moisture in Its vicinity. On the lee
me, and she said
ward side the evaporation of moisture girl to hav
Is lessened to a considerable distance that she'd rather be
and
from the hedge and close up to the I was sucha
I
windbreak on the windward Bide. Ths tier."
nfluence of the hedge on the evapora
tion of boII moisture depend upon the
Summer Wear.
humidity, temperature, velocity of the
worked for a notoriously
Patrick
wind, and kind and condition of the stingy
boss and lost no chance to
soil. At a distance of 200 feet from
let the fact be known. Once a wag-glpinthe leeward side of the hedge this
fill,: i
friend, wishing to twit him, re'lul l !A ,
fluence falls off, but not rapidly. On marked:
the windward side the loss from evap"Pat, I hear your 1oss Just gave
oration Is less at BO feet than at 200 or you a brand-nesuit of clothes."
300 feet and lowest at 100 feet, prob"No," said Pat, "only par-r- t of a
ably due to the checking of the wind
on approaching the hedge. The hedge suit."
"What part?"
has a greater influence In retaining
"The s'.eeves lv the vest!"
soil moisture in fine. Bandy loam than
In Bilt loam, but not at such a great
When Your Eyes Need Care
distance from the hedge.
These facts were brought out in an Try Knrlne Eye Remedy. No Smarting Feels
FOR OLD AND YOUNG
Act Quickly.
Try It for Keii, Weak,
experiment carried on in 1910 by Fine
Watery Eyes and Granulated Eyelids. IllusTutt's Liver PIMs act as kindly on the child,
Murine la tho delicate female or Infirm old ass, as upon
Wilbur Zacharias, a senior In the trated Rookby Inonrearn Package.a 'PMvnl
MedOrnllstn not
eoroixmndwl
tie vigorous man.
Kansas Agricultural
college. This icine" but
nsed In turcwefnl Physician' Practmany
Now
to the Pnb-lifirtold
experiment was continued from Octo- ice and
for
hihI ijOu per Jlotlle.
at
ber 11 to November 22, or a period of Mnrino K70 8uWe In Aseptiu Tubes, 2im and 6Uc
Chicago
Eyo
Remedy
Co.,
41 days. Observations were tnk-and Murine
irlva tone and strength to the weak stomach,
cylinders of soil weighed every 24
m
Many a man can't afford to dress bowels, kidneys r 1 n 1 r
hours.
well
his
wife
does.
because
The windbreak In this experiment
THE NEW FRENCH REMEDY. N0.I.N0.2.H0.3.
was an Osage orange hedge on the
KSiaEES
Kye"
Fpldemlo
Is
In
"Pink
Sprln.
the
college farm. Mr. Zacharias,
who
HliCt'KSM, CI HF3 HIl'MCT. It LAUD KB DI8R18K&
Try Murine Eye Remedy (or Reliable Relief. CURAT
PII.KH. CHRONIC ULCKRS.RKIN KRrPTIONS
RITHBR Rst X
did the work for his thesis, gave the
HfDrl BVlrtrs
pnvel.ip for FRKR tKmkM I DR. l.B CLFKff
most careful attention to the test.
But It takes a woman to keep a UKl. CO., HAVKilSTOClv RO., 1IAWPSTKAD, LOKDO.X, ENG.
The physics department of the college secret she doesn't know.
took temperature and wind velocity
readings.
Every one Is liable to a bilious attack. Be
But Cough 8rnp. TmIm Oood. Ch
From this experiment and other ob forearmed with a package of tiarueld Tea.
in Urn. Bold by DragirUU.
servations made by F. H. King of
give
men
a
with
on
Some
dollar
a
Wisconsin and It. A. Emerson of the
University of Nebraska, it is to be in hand and grab two with the other.
ferred that hedges would be of great
importance in the level plains region.
where the hot, dry winds of the summer sweep across the prairies with a
high wind velocity, and the evaporation of moisture is excessive. This Is
not so necessary in moist, humid
ll .
,
climates, but hedges or any forest
trees of sufficient height and planted
Tor Infants and Children.
iii!i!MiTi!Mniii!'!ini!ii':;mniM)iiiyTTTTTn iiiwmniii!.
thick enough seem to be an effective
means of bringing about a solution of
the conservation of soil moisture In
the great plains region.

TREES CONSERVE SOIL WATER
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The Kind You Have
Always Bought

DISKING
ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT
Vegetable Preparation for Assimilating ihe Food and Reg g
the Stomachs and Bowels of

Held That It Is Wise to Grow
Weeds In Stubble Field to Aid In

Even

Catching Snows.

sears me

5J.U

Signature

(By I,. R. WALPRON, Superintendent
uickinaon Experiment Station.)
An objection
offered to disking
Btubble land at a time of harvest Is
that the stubble is broken down to

Promotes

Digestion,Cheerful-nessan-

d

mm

mm

si

"

ilaf

Rest Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral

NotNarcotic

such an extent that the
power of the stubble is destroyed.
.
It may be that such practices are to
be recommended in preference
to
disking the stubble land at the time
of harvest, but certainly the latter
practice has not been experimented
with sufficiently in western North Dakota to admit of any definite ideas at
the present time.
I doubt If any farmer has carried
out really definite experiments to determine the value of disking stubble
land at the time of harvest
Some stubble land was disked at the
experiment station in 1911 at time of
harvest In comparison with some
stubble land left undlsked. A month
later it was determined that the disking, and subsequent liarrowlng, conserved moisture to the extent of 1.57
inches of rainfall.
This represents a great deal of
water, and probably Is as much as
would be soaked In from the Isnow
during an ordinary winter. It must
he remembered that there is considerable difference in the moisture as
it falls as snow, and as it sinks Into
the ground. The enow drifts badly
and at time of melting a considerable
portion of it Is apt to bo lost in runoff, especially If the ground is frozen
nnow-holdln-
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ula-fin-
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Hkiv tfOU DrSAWtilmtJI
MtbiJt Smtl .
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Jbpptrmint
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Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feveri
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and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature of

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company;

NEW YORK.
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Rotation on Dry Farm.
A systematic plan of rotation Is Just
as necessary for a dry ranch as on
any Irrigated land. Live stock demands forage and this must be furnished in the form of fodder or alfalfa. The practice of growing wheat
and. summer fallowing Is a straight
process end does not
ir.aki;
farming possible.
In a few areas it has paid very well
for a number of years, and doubtless
will continue to do so for a brlei
period. However, the dry farming
community which Is to continue
and prosperous, must grow a
variety of crops, some of which are
leguminous, must carry a reasonable
amount of live stock and return tc
the soil some of the plant food which
the crops remove.
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The last but not least requisite for
fertile eggs is proper care.
Iioup can be easily traced to damp
quarters, drafts in the poultry bouse
ind overcrowding.
Plenty of exercise and plenty of
good fresh air are necessary for the
health of the flock.
There are many waste products
that could be turned to use as poultry food in every garden.
In selecting a site for a hen bouse
remember that a southern slope is
best, as it furnishes the most sunMich.
shine.
Read the llK'a book, "The Road to
Get acquainted with ycur bens. May
Wellvllle," In pfci?. "There's a reason." be you are. If so, you are doing well
read the above lei (err A Mn with poultry. It counts for more than
i:rr
tliiae. Ttirj
oe
aunmra (rum time
are grnultt", true, aiid full tf huuias) iom folks know.
latexcst,
-

Two Pastures

Best.

Two pastures are better than one
because while the hogs are feeding
In One field the other will be recovering and' later furnish much more attractive fted than as If bo'.h pasture
are used at one.

Tor Every Little
Family Ailment"

Vas elme

p

.... "rff

i

the purest, simplest, safest home remedy
Physicians everywhere recommend it (or its
known
softening and heating qualities.

"Vaseline"

is

bo rood
"VallnH for all affection! of the kin,
Boreti, etc. Taken internally, rellHvegc.old.taud couglia.
Jfur aalt) everywhere la attractive glattaMHtlea.
'bisf
Acctit ua tubstitut for "Vautinf
Onr frAeMVk)lnM Booklet tells you insmy wnya 1a whin
V
Vatt)laue"uaj bjuiu. to you wnt tvr your coiy today.

,

Nothing
cratobfa.

Cheaebrough Manufacturing Company
17

Stat. Street

(Coooliiated)

N.w York

pQisf

fari

RABBIT"

GOOD "WELSH

X7
'Twlxt Satan and the Sea.
pa ptsi
r
Doctor You are in pretty bad
J3t
tta
shape. You must stop going to those
Bachelor's Excuae for Not Visiting the cheap restaurants.
"Only Baby" Almost Cost Him.
I want iTry person
Patient But, doctor, the prices at
who la hllioim,
Father's Friendship.
or bfia nny Atom
the other places would make nie still
or liver ailmrtit to
a tvf pai knA
enl forI'aw-Pa"One of my closest friends," said a sicker.
of my
rills.
Philadelphia bachelor, "lsthe proud
I want to prove tlmt
text
on
a
based
A
sermon
is
either
positively
ln
cure
thry
newly-arriveboy.
baby
father of a
digestion, Sour stomFor some days I've had a sneok- - or a pretext.
ach, HHrliinfr, Wind,
Headache, Nervous-ileung and guilty feeling thnt I ought to
KleeptrtiTie;.s nnd
Smokers find I,IiVIS' Sinple Binder 6c
visit him and make Eonie comment on
nre an infallible cure
quality than moat loo cigars.
cigar
belter
To do
forConHtimitton.
offsuperiorities
of
his
the obvious
ttil I am wllllmr to jrlve millions of free pjick-aspring. I couldn't bring myself to do
by lriu'fflts
Bold
I
the
all
tnke
rllt.
A woman seldom eats If there Is for 25rents a vial. For free packntre nlires,
it, though, because, according to my
to do.
Prof. Munyon, G3rd & Jefferton Sts.. PhUsx jIuM. Pa.
way of thinking, no baby is human un anything else for her
til It is at least one year old. I'm not
very keen about associating with in
fants, anyway, but 1 draw the line
absolutely until Fbe year mark rolls
around.
"By way of apology, however, I
decided to call up my friend on the
telephone. The first question he asked was why I hadn't been over to
see Toodles.
" 'Well, old man,' I said. 'I've been
Intending to get around to 6ee that
boy of yours. In fact, I made note of
It six weeks ago.'
art
a Vnl i ", 1
I - "- -"'Indeed!' he answered, and never
before have I known a man to inject
so much sarcasm in one small word.
SYRUP CO.
CA1IF0RMA
'Well, It happens,' he continued, 'that
Circle,
tfta
the boy has only been In this world

MADE IT ALMOST TOO STRONG

NOT AN OBJECTION.

ua

VALUE OF THIS DELICACY LIE8 IN
THE MAKING.

coiihU-ji.itc-

C.

English People, Through Their Fond-nea- s
for Toast and Cheese, Are
I n.
C una rt In
i f n m rrtl m A n n
gredlenta and Preparation.

d

I

1

The English are Inordinately fond
toast and cheese, fo It Is no
ronder that they "should have originated that epicurean compound known
as the Welsh rabbit. And, of course,
the delectable toasted English muffin Is of the British Ules.
Welsh Rabbit. For two people
grate from a third to a half a pound
of American cheese on the bottom of
a frying basket grated In this way
you can use a cheese that Is beautifully soft. . Knead half a tablespoon
or a bit more of butter with a wooden' spoon In a dish over hot water until It begin to sizzle, add a quaver
of a teaspoon of paprika, a pinch of
salt, and tablespoon of milk. Mis all
thoroughly and when the combination
Stir
Is boiling turn In the chees.
until
In one direction
constantly
cheese Is melted to the consistency of
thin cream, gradually adding two or
three tablespoons more of milk, taking
care that the mixture does not become lumpy or stringy. Finally put
in a spot of as much as a half teaspoon of made mustard, however much
suits the taste from considerable to
none at all. Keep on stirring until
bubbles appear. Serve on toast which
Is ready on a piping hot plate. If beer
Is used Instead of milk in making this
rablbt It should be very flat have
stood open at least half an hour.
This Is an adaptation from a modern English recipe and if carefully
made is as silky and soft as can be.
and will not give trouble to even a
sensitive digestion.
Old Dr. Kltchinei-- g recipe for this
delicacy he gives under the name of
Toast and Cheese. Cut a slice of
bread about half an inch thick, pare
off the crust, and toast' it very slightly on one side so as to brown it without making It hard or' burning it.
Cut a slice of cheese (good, fat,
mellow Cheshire cheese or double
Gloucester Is better than poor,. thin,
single Gloucester), a quarter of an
Inch thick, not so big as the bread, by
balf an inch on each side. Pare off
the rind, cut out all the specks and
rotten parts and lay it on the toasted bread on the cheese toaster. Carefully watch It that it does not burn,
...
.1
B11U Dill It
(Jit ' til. n
il vvilul an -BJIUVU IU nn,rnnf
pelUclS.Jormlng on the surface. Have
,ready a gbodnTuStajd, jepper and salt.
If you .observe the directions
here
given, the cheese will get mellow and
will be uniformly done, and the bread
crisp and soft and will well deserve
its ancient appellation of a "Rare
Bit.' "Jane Eddington in Chicago
'
Tribune.
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Mr. Hardhead I have called, sir, to
ask for the hand of your daughter.
Old Gentleman (with emotion)
She Is the only child I have, and her
mother is gone.
Mr. Hardhead (hastily)
Oh, that's
no objection, I assure you.
-

PHYSICIAN

si

Gentlo emdEfFcctiYO,

SAID ECZEMA

.1

CAME FROM TEETHING
"When my little girl was about
eight months old, she was taken with
a very Irritating breaking out, which
came on her face, neck and back
When she first came down with It, It
came In little watery-lik- e
festers under
her eyes, and on her chin, then after
a few days It would dry down In scaly,
white scabs. In the daytime she was
quite worrysome and would dig and
scratch her face nearly all the time
"I consulted our physician and found
she was suffering from eczema, which
he said came from her teething.
used the ointment he gave me and
.without any relief at all. Then I
wrote for a book on Cutlcura and purchased some Cutlcura Soap and Oint
ment at the drug store. I did as I
found directions in tho Cutlcura Rook
let, and when she was one year old,
she was entirely cured. Now she is
three years and four months, and she
has never been troubled with eczema
since she was cured by the Cutlcura
Soap and Cutlcura Ointment" (Signed
Mrs. Freeman Craver, 311 Lewis St.,
Syracuse, N. Y., May 6, 19H.
Although Cutlcura Soap and Oint
ment are sold everywhere, a sample
of each, with
book, will be
mailed free on application to "Cutl
cura." Dept. L, Boston.
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jyt took me ten minutes to regain
his friendship."

i

it-'-

onevcnPacftaS3 of tho Genuine.
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DO NOT 'LET ANY DEALER
DECEIVE YOU.,

As It Sounded to Him.
Young Fred was on his way. to hl3
grandmother's home. The train reached a small station.
shouted the brake- Bunker
man, putting his head in at the door.
Bunker Hill!"
demanded
"Mamma,
mamma!"
Fred, "What has she done that they
treat her that way?"
"What way, my child?" inquired his
mother.
"Why, exclaimed Fred, ' "didn't the
conductor say 'Bump her heels?'"

OF ITS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA HAS OVEN
UN1VERSVL SATISFACTION FOIl MGP.fi THAN THIRTY YEAItS
IINT. OF ALtOHOLf.
PAST. AND ITS WONDERFUL SUCCESS HAS LED UNSCRUPULOUS MANUFACTURERS OF IMITATIONS TO OFFER
INFERIOR PREPARATIONS UNDER SIMILAR NAMES AND urn noiuvu.vu-!irMUfp.j
COSTING THE DEALER LESS, THEREFORE, WHEN BUYING. d parrs, i rvrr, im n.s.
SYRUP

y

NotaftoMNaiEis

cf tfs Gompamp

WaA

PRINTED STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM, AND IN

THE CIRCLE, NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE.OF THE
GENUINE REGULAR PRICE 60c PER BOTTLE) ONE SIZE
ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.

It's Nature.
"Does anybody ever win at a tea
fight?"
"Of course not.' It Is a drawn battle."

MINtATUKE HCTUKS
PACKACC

or

SVP.1T OF FIGS A WD PUTTR OP SENNA tS THE MOST PLEASANT. WHOLE
REMEDY FOR STOMACH TROUBLES, HEADACHES
SOME AND EFFECTIVE
AND BILIOUSNESS DUE TO CONSTIPATION, AND TO GET ITS BENEFICIAL
EFFECTS IT IS NECESSARY TO BUY THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.
WHICH IS MANUFACTURED BY THE

A very successful remedy for pelvic
Is hot douches, of Paxtine Antiseptic, at druggtsts, 25c a box or sent

catarrh

Cali FORM I A r!Q 9VRUPL0L

postpaid on receipt of price by The
Paxton Toilet, Co., Boston, Mass.

They Should.
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a girl Isn't necessarily
an angel because she Is a high flyer
No, Alonzo,

'

Splendid Crops

parents used to threaten to
beat some sense Into my head"
"Those Idle threats that parents In Saskatchewan (Western Canada)
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Which makes the stomach strong, promotes the flow of digestive juices, reTwo of the University of Pennsyl
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Care of Brooms.
W. N. U., WICHITA. NO.
If brooms are to sweep clean they "Gardens."
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shiver,
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With
must be washed occasionally and freed
marked:
from dust. and dirt
"It's dreadfully cold isn't it to be
To two quarts of warm water add
Color more goods brighter and faster colors than any other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers. They dye in cold waterbctterthananyotherdve Youcan
'
dye any garment without ripping apart. Write for free booklet How to Dye. Hleach and Mix Colors. MONROE DRUG COMPANY, Qulncy, III.
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the antiseptic powder to be shaken came to him, and he wrote:
of a cup of cream and mix to
into the shoes for Tired, Aching, Swollen
"The undertaker." Woman's Homo
THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED SHOES
a paste. Put one tablespoonful of but- Tender
feet. Sample free. Address, Allen Companion.
give W.L. Douglas shoes a trial. W. L.
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Le Koy, N. .
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Mrs. Wrnalow'a Soothing Syrup for Children
arer; where delivery chi'st lurepaid. Xfl Color A'ueJota m4.
A Thrifty Suitor.
teething, softens the gums, reduces lnflaoiina,-lionftUaya pain, cure wind colic, 25c bottls.
He 1 am a poor man, you know.
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1912 Seed Book will be mailed
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to you if asked for. DEPT. B. O, ROSS BROTHERS SEED HOUSE, WICHITA, KANSAS
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practice while your father is supply- bis own Importance.
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Not Those Two.
"Do you think a man can
afford to indulge in two luxuries tit
Silllcui)

the same time?" Cynlcus "Not If
they happen to be a wife and a champagne supper appetite."
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LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

HAPPENINGS

NOT MUCH OF A TRICK

nary Interest.

IN

Firebugs are said to be operating in
Silver City.
District Court la in session in Valencia county.
A Sunday Observance League has
beeu organized at Lordsburg.
1
J. Peach has been appointed Justice of the peace at Columbus.
District court Is in session in Silver
City, with Judge Neblet presiding.
The proiosition of erecting a liew
school building Is being agitated at
Taos.
Father Leo de Laville is reported to
have been shot by Silas Roybal at
Penasco.
Jose Antonio, an old Indian sheep- herder, was recently frozen to death
i;ear Gallegos.
Express companies have made a spe
cial rate on fruit and vegetables from
Carlsbad to Dallas, Texas.
Samuel Lyle has been held for the
grand jury at Albuquerque for the kill
ing of Ira Carr in a pool room In that
city.
Roseborough is the name of a new
town laid out in the Mimbres valley,
Luna county, by P. V. Turner of Ada,

Western Newsjiapor t'nlon News Servlc.

Eight Killed In Wreck.
Albuquerque. One woman and seven men were killed and a score or
more Injured in a disastrous rear-encollision between an extra westbound
freight nnd a work train, one mile
west of McCar'y's station on the
Siuita Fe, 67 miles west of here.
d

Gov. McDonald's Message.
Santa Fe. Not less than four constitutional amendments were advocated by Governor McDonald in his message to the legislature, including the
initiative and the referendum, repeal
of the language qualification, a more
equitable apportionment for legislative
purposes and a consolidation of educational institutions and boards. A number of radical recommendations w.ere
made, including inheritance tax, an affirmative action on the federal income
tax amendment to the federal constitution, the abolishing of the offices
of superintendent of insurance, coal
oil inspector and parole officer; the
increase of the mounted police because
of the many crimes, the .unrest along
the border and Increase of population. Ohio.
Only eleven delegates out of forty- First Legislature Meets.
two were present at the recent ReSanta Fe. The opening of the first publican county convention of Sierra
state Legislative Assembly was cha- county.
rtered by simplicity. Both houses
Santa Fe Is making a strong bid for
gathered in the hall of representatives
a franchise in the proposed
and Secretary of State Antonio
administered the oath to the baseball league now ln course of forseventy-threThe two mation.
members.
houses then separated and organized
Within a month automobiles can
immediately.
run with ease from Albuquerque to
The House elected Ramon L. Baca Cabezou, the road and bridges being
of Santa Fe, who had been the speak- Improved.
er of the House in 1907 speaker, and
Officers of Clovis recently made a
Frank Stapliu of Farmington, who
was chief clerk also in 1909, chief raid on a gambling place and sevoral
clerk. The other employes of tha parties, caught with "the goods," were
House were chosen at a Republican arrested.
caucus that did not get down, to busiOne Sunday recently more than 30
ness until late.
persons were received Into the memSpeaker R. L. Baca was presented bership of the different churches of
with a handsome gavel and in his ad- Carlsbad.
dress of thanks outlined a legislative
Bernalillo county's total valuation
programme.
The Democrats and Progressives of taxable property for the year 1912
nominated Marcos C. De Baca for will show an increase of at least a
tpeaker and Rafael Romero for clerk, million and a half dollars.
The- - store of Earickson & Co., at
but could only muster fifteen against
31 votes on the former and thirteen Fort Sumnert was entered by burglars
on the latter. who carried away valuable papers, silvoles against thirty-on- e
The' State Senate presided over by verware, cigars and dry goods.
E. C. De Baca, the Democratic lieuApril 10 has
named by the
tenant governor, took into its own mayor 6f Santa been
day.
as clean-uFe
hands the appointment of standing All householders are urged to clean up
committees, naming Senators John S. and disinfect
their premises.
Clark, Herbert B. Holt, E. A. Miers,
The postoffice formerly located at
Gregory Page, Boleslo Romero, W. B.
Walton and Isaac Barth a committee San Isidro, Sandoval county, has been
discontinued, according to a recent
on committees.
The Senate organized further by issue of the postoffice bulletin.
electing Senator E. A. Miera, presiThe engineers of the Mountain
dent pro tern.; John Joerns, chief States Telephone and Telegraph Com;
clerk; Manuel D. Pino, serjeant-at-armspany, who have been in Demlng for
Rev. B. Z. McCullough, chap- seme time designing a new telephone
lain; Acasio Gallegos, assistant chief system, have completed their work.
clerk; Epifiano Lopez, assistant
After returning from a social event,
Nlmfa Romero and
Steven Canavan, Jr., enrolling clerks; Roy P. Burnett, a prominent cattleEugenio Baca and Hepomuceno Segu-ra- , man, and large stockholder in the
reading clerks; Albert Clancy, Wil- First National Bank at Carlsbad, shot
liam La Point, Minnie Bruinbach, himself in the temple with a revolver.
Olga Miller, Edith Wileman, Victor!-anConsiderable interest is being manManuel ifested in the growing of the Casaba
Uibarri, stenographers;
Garcia, Luciano Gallegos, doorkeep- melon in the Mimbres valley. The
ers; E. D. Salazar, postmaster; Eu- small tracts that were planted last
genio Galleges, messenger; Ramon year were, it is said, quite profitable.
Gomez, Datio Martinez, Juan Montano
Ed Hall and Tom Pride, both
and Alfonso Herrera, pages.
young men in southern New
Much comment is caused by the
election as presiding officers of both Mexico, have been bound over to
This await the action of the grand jury at
houses of
supreme
to Las Cruces on a charge of cattle stealeffort
a
faction will make
ing.
elect one of their race to the United
Santa Fe. United States District
States Senate.
Archbishop Pitaval made a notable Attorney Stephen B. Davis appointed
prayer, which might be deemed a ser Herbert W. Clark of Las Vegas nud
mon against corruption and ignoble po- Leroy O. Moore of Santa Fe assistant
litical motives, at the opening of the United States attorneys for New
.,
Mexico.
session.
The oil fields of Seven Lakes are
coming to the front, at least two wells
Chloroform Kills Prominent Man.
are now producers and development on
As the result of a number of others is being pushed.
Albuquerque.
drinking prune juice from a cup conAt Las Cruces new waterworks,
taining chloroform', which had buen sewage
and telephone rystems are be
Dan
cleaning
clothes,
Prof.
used for
ing constructed at a cost of $150,000
M. Richards, for many years one of When complete Las Cruces will be one
the prominent educators of New Mex- of the best equipped, towns in the
ico, died, five hours after taking the state.
drug.
The Apache Box property in west
His wl'e, who served Professor era Grant county, and containing, it
Richards the fatal dose, is nearly is estimated. 7.000,000 tons of ore that
(razed over the tregedy.
will average $3 per ton, is la lltiga
Richards worked all the morning at tlon, a suit having been filed in Silver
'
his office in a bookbindery concern City recently.
Hipolito Sandoval, an employe of
aftqr taking the dose ant?, although
feeling drowsy, sat down at noon and tho Zunl Mountain .Lumber Company,
ate his dinner. When he rose to leave was killed at Thoreau. A binding
chain on a load of logs broke and the
the table he fell over, a corpse.
timbers rolled over on the man, crush
Richards served six years as super- lng
out his life.
BthiWs
Gallup,
live
at
of
intendent
once one of the most
Cerrillos,
years as professor)f history in ihe
Agricultural college, ive years in the prosperous mining towns Jn the stale.
University of New Mexico In a similar but which has been very quiet since
capacity and one year as superinten- the placer industry ceased on the Ordent of Bchools at Clayton. For the tiz grant, began again to hustle with
pant eighteen months he was partner the starting of the smelter plant of
.
the Consolidated Company,
In a bookbindery firm.

Situation so Dangerous That Artillery
May be
and Cvalry
Necessary.
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Berlin, Germany. A relgu of terror
prevails throughout the westphalian
coal fields, and the troops and
mounted police on the scene were
strongely reinforced.
The disorder
spread to districts hitherto unaffected and fighting is reported from Duls-burEssen, Hamboron, Oberhauscn
and Recklinghausen.
One of the worst riots waa at the
German empire colliery. A striking
feature of the Violence Is the part
which women are playing in it. Some
of the mobs are actually led by
women in battle with police and soldiers. These Amazons show reckless
daring in rushing upon the soldiers.
In some instances
their frenzy
mounts to fanaticism.
There were large additions to the
ranks of the strikers and it was estimated that nearly 300,000 men aro
now idle all over Germany. A long
drawn out struggle is expected as the
coal mine owners have informed the
union that they will close dojvn their
mines before they will accede to the
men's demands. They also have informed the government of their decision. The operators seem to have
the advantage, as they are acting in
concert, while discord prevails between the Socialist and
branches of the union.
So dangerous is the strike situation
becoming In some parts of Westphalia that artillery and cavalry may be
sent.
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CLARK

Twenty Votes to Be Cast for Him Uns
aker
Say He Can't
til
Controls by 27 Votes.

.

Win-Spe-

Two-Thlrd-

"John, I'll bet you can't tell what I'm thinking about."
"Bet I could come awfully near It I"
THREE

CHAMP

FOR

MOUNTAINEERS

SLAYERS

TAKEN

JUDGE
MADE DESPERATE FIGHT.
OF

VIRGINIA

Wife of One Shot While Helping Her
Husband Court Already
Reorganized.
Hillsville, Va. RuBhing in forte up
on the cabin housing Floyd Allen,
the desperado whose conviction here
resulted in a band of his outlaw
followers killing Judge Massie, the
county prosecutor, and the Carroll
county sheriff, 25 detectives arrested
Allen, his Bon, Victor, and ' hustled
them to the county jail both wounded severely.
Sidna Allen's wife is
dead, shot in a fight with a posse in
the mountains while helping defend
her husband.
Another member' of
the banU, James Strickland was heavily armed and declared that if he had
not been taken by surprise he would
have fought to the death to prevent
the capture of Allen. Allen, booh af
ter being put in jail, slashed his
throat with a razor in an endeavor to
commit suicide.
All the other members of the gang,
probably 18, are up in the mountains
off toward the North Carolina line,
well armed, well supplied and determined not to be taken.
The storming of Sidna Allen's house
late in the day was the next thing to
a bombardment.
From behind stumps, rocks, trees
and other natural fortresses of the
mountainside, the poBse fired at the
house and Allen tired at the posse as
fast as the women of his family could
reload his rifles. In a lull the posse
rushed the house and broke down the
doors.
Excitement is Intense in and about
Hillsville, as Gov. Mann has offered
a reward of $1,000 for every man engaged in the shooting, the men to be
brought in dead or alive. Other detectives are certain to follow the
rounding up of the gang.
Judge Staples, designated by Gov.
Mann to come here to hold court, took
the bench and summoned a Bpeclal
grand jury to indict the murderers.
That one act had more to do with
the restoration of quiet than any
Reorganization of the court
other.
which was all but wiped out by the
work of assassins had a great in'
fluence.
M

KILLED

AND

WARDEN

Hutchinson, Kan. After a great battle, which ended in harmony, the
Democratic state convention, by a
majority of 27 votes, Joined hands
with the Democracy of the sister
state of Missouri and instructed the
twenty Kansas delegates to the Democratic national convention at BalU- more to vote for Champ Clark for
s
of
president as a unit until
the delegation believes his nominaNo second
tion to be impossible.
"
'
choice was named.
and alterThe delegate8-at-largnates, the congressional district delegates and alternates an-- the
chosen are as follows: " ,.

ESCAPED

Three Desperate Men In Nebraska
Prison Make Bold Dash for
'.. Liberty.

two-third-

Lincoln, Neb. Three men dead and
a fourth dangerously wounded is the
toll of a murder plot, cunningly devised and daringly executed at the
Nebraska penitentiary,
four miles
south of the city.
After running with pistols through
the prison, shooting down all who disputed their path, and shattering with
nitroglycerin the Bteel doors which
stood between them and freedom, the
murderers, three long time convicts,
fled on foot through the deep snow
drifts, and are pursued by a dozen
posses.
The men murdered are: James
Delahunty, warden;- Henry Wagner,
deputy warden; G. Heilman, usher.
Thomas Doody, prison guard, was
wounded.
The killing of the three prison authorities was done by Charles Taylor
and John Dowd, bank robbers, and
Charles Morley, convicted of highway
robbery. Firearms, a supply of ammunition and the explosive, mysteriously smuggled into the prison, were
in possession of he trio.
Taylor, apparently the ring leader
in the desperate flight, is an expert
cracksman of bank safes and known
by police all over, the West.

'

Delegatea-at-largB. J. Sheridan,
A. M. Jackson, Wlnrleld; Henderson
Martin, Marlon; B. S. Gaitsklll, Cilrard.
Alternates-at-largNiles Mulaon, Ellis; T. J. O'Nell, Osage City; W. L. .
Brown, Kingman; H. J. Rnetzel, Wichita.
Electors-at-lnrgM.
Patterson,
F.
Tates Center; T. J. O'Nell. Osage City.
Delegates
District:
James W.
First
Orr, Atchison; W. D. Kuhn, Holton. AlJoMyers,
Leavenworth;
ternates Stance
seph Griffin, Troy. Elector Dr. I. H.
McGill, Nemaha county.
Second District: Delegates Charles M.
Green, Kansas City, Kan.; J. L. Caldwell,
Fort Scott. Alternates Paul Klein, Allen county; W. 8. Everett, Lawrence.
Elector B. C. Bybee, Carnett.
Third District: Delegates Frank
Pittsburg; Isaac Hlnes, Labette.
Alternates Mix Kennedy, Fredonla; W.
V.
Brown, Parsons.
Elector A. L.
Wooster, Erie.
Fourth District: Delegates W. H. Carpenter, Marlon; W. A. Llinbocker, Burlington. Empowered to select their own
alternates. Elector C. E. Gants,
J. B. Hos- Fifth District: Delegates
tetter, Belleville; Michael Frye, Junction
Long,
City.
W.
ManhatAlternates A.
Marysv'lle.
tan; John T. PrerKiergast,
Washington
M.
Fulton,
Elector A.
rounty.
Sixth District: Delegates C. M. Raw
yer, Norton: E. A. Dye, Logan.
Alternates Winslow Clpra, Lincoln;
Peter
Ersch, Belolt. Elector L. C. Uhl, Bmllh
Center.
Seventh District: Delegates Ed. Fln-nuGarden City; David Ely, Lamed. Alternates P. D. Rohlnett, Greensburg;
John Kelly, Htigoton.
Elector James
Clark, Great Bend.
Eighth District: Delegates Jerry
Wichita; Robert Brldeford, Eldorado. Alternates Bowman Jarrelt, New- ton; David Hill, Sumner county. Elector
Andrew Sorrenson, Mcl'herson.
.
'
Instructs For Clark.
The convention, after rejecting by a
vote of 310 to 28.1 a plank introduced by
the supporters of Governor Woodrow Wilson declaring for an uninstructed delegation, unanimously adopted a resolution
Instructing the delegation for Clark.
Pa-ol- a;
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SYMPATHETIC STRIKE

Railroad Men To Help Cripple
dustrial Life of Country in Case
of Coal Strike.

e

p,
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k,

Chicago, Illinois. Fully expecting a
of the 450,000 anthracite and
bituminous coal miners in this country April 1, when present contracts
expire, the heads, of the international
unions comprising the railroad shopmen's organizations here are laying
plans to make that strike so effective
as to cripple the industrial life of the
country.
This plan is a sympathetic Btrlke
by the shopm'.n if the railroad companies attempt to transport coal
mined by strike breakers. The schema
will be submitted as one of the matters for discussion at the general organization meeting, probably to b
held at Kansas City, April 15.
.

Btrlke

NEED MORE MONEY FOR CAPITOL
Missouri Commissioners Find Building Will Cost Far Mors Than

Anticipated.
Columbia, Missouri. The member
state capltol commission returned after a trip of ten days to the
capitols of Wisconsin, Illinois.,' Minnesota and Iowa. K. W. Stephens, the
chairman, says that the board found,
from the investigation
that more
money will be needed In the erection
of a suitable capltol for Missouri
than is available at present. All of
the buildings visited cost much more
than the one planned for this state. '
of the

Women Leave Torreon.
Try
Fiddlers.
San Antonio, Texas. In the belief
Topeka, Kansas. The merchanti
that a decisive battle between rebels of Topeka are going to find out whethe
and federals is likely soon and that it er or not there are any real,
Mexico, fiddlers, the kind that stamps his
will be fought at Torreon,
mostly women and foot and wags his head as he plays
3,000 refugees,
children, are en route north from "Old Zip Coon" or "Turkey in the
there.
Straw." So they have offered nearly
$1,000 worth of merchandise as prizea
Rear End Crash Kills Two.
for a fiddler's contest to be held In
Tslpw
AlhiinuprmiA
Ipicn. Thrp Topeka's auditorium and all the
are dead, Ave missing and a score or
in and around Topeka or anymore Injured as a result of a rear where else in Kansas are eligible to
end collision between a westbound compete for the prizes, which vary
extra freight and a work train on the from a piano worth $300 for the best
Sunta Fe coast line at McCarthy's, fiddler to a 35 cent shirt to the worst
N. M., 60 miles west of here.
flddlor Old-Tlm- e

old-tim-

s

Passengers Were Grateful.
Oakley, Kansas. One hundred and
twenty-fivpassengers who have been
marooned here on three Union Pacific
trains passed resolutions complimenting the railway on its treatment ol
tbetn during the blockade. All tha
passengers signed their names to tb
resolutions.
e

